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Abstract

The main topic of this thesis is justification for belief in the
context of AI–based intelligence software agents. This topic
deals with issues belonging to the joint domain of the philosophy of artificial intelligence and epistemology. The objective
of this thesis is to discuss a form of process reliabilism for the
collaboration environment of human beings and intelligent software agents. The motivation of the study presented in this thesis
is due to the ongoing progress of artificial intelligence, robotics,
and computer science in general. This progress has already enabled to establish environments in which human beings and intelligent software agents collaborate to provide their users with
various information–based services. In the future, we will not
be aware of whether a service is offered by human beings, intelligent software agents, or jointly by them. Hence, there are
two kinds of information agents, and this gives rise to the following key question: Can an intelligent software agent be also
an epistemic agent in a similar way as a human being? In other
words, can an intelligent software agent have beliefs, justified
beliefs, and more importantly, can it know something? If so,
then there is a clear motivation to extend epistemology to include the context of artificial epistemic agents. This, in turn,
raises several new questions, such as the following: First, do
artificial epistemic agents set any new requirements to epistemological concepts and theories concerning justification? And
second, what would be the appropriate theory of justification in
the context of artificial epistemic agents?
At first, the reader is provided with necessary background
information by discussing the following topics: introductions to
epistemology; artificial intelligence; a collaborative environment
of human beings and artificial epistemic agents; the concepts of
information, proposition, belief, and truth; and scenarios with
which main ideas are clarified and tested. Then, this thesis introduces a form of applied epistemology including its aim and
some requirements for the theories of justification set by the development and operation of artificial epistemic agents. Finally,
after setting the scene, this thesis explores process reliabilism
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including main objections and proposes an enhancement to process reliabilism so that it better addresses the context of artificial
epistemic agents.
The results are as follows: First, this thesis supports the view
that an intelligent software agent can actually be an artificial
epistemic agent capable of having beliefs, justified beliefs, and
knowledge. Second, there is a clear motivation to extend the
domain of epistemology to include artificial epistemic agents.
This extension is a form of applied epistemology that has not
yet been discussed much in either epistemology or artificial intelligence. Third, this thesis gives reasons for the supposition
that the context of artificial epistemic agents sets new requirements to epistemological theories. And finally, this thesis gives
motivations to support the idea that a form of process reliabilism called pragmatic process reliabilism could be the appropriate unified theory of justification for belief in the collaborative
environment of human epistemic agents and artificial epistemic
agents.

If you begin with Computer Science,
you will end with Philosophy.
William J. Rapaport
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introduction

During the last decade, the progress of artificial intelligence (hereinafter
AI), robotics, and computer science has established an environment in
which human beings and intelligent software agents (hereinafter ISA) collaborate to provide their users with various information–based services. It
is predicted that this progress is increasingly accelerating (AI100 Standing
Committee and Study Panel 2016; Bostrom 2014). Therefore, in the future,
we may not be aware of whether a service is offered by human beings, intelligent software agents, or jointly by them. For example, breaking news
could be written by either human journalists or artificial newsagents; medical diagnoses could be carried out by either human physicians or artificial
healthcare diagnosing agents; and traffic rules could be interpreted by either human drivers or autonomous cars. The predicted new kind of environment raises several questions concerning both epistemology and the
philosophy of artificial intelligence.

1.1 High–Level Problem Statement
This new kind of information environment indicates that there are two
kinds of information agents: human beings and ISAs. Now, the question
is whether ISAs can also be epistemic agents with similar epistemic capabilities to process propositional information as human beings? If so, then
there are two kinds of epistemic agents: a human epistemic agent (hereinafter HEA) and an artificial epistemic agent (hereinafter AEA-AI). If this
is the case, then there is a requirement to extend the discussion of epistemological concepts and theories to the domain of AEA-AI. There have already
been several discussions of the relationship of epistemology and artificial
intelligence, such as (Brody 1993; McCarthy 1981; Wheeler and Pereira
2004); however, there has not been much discussion from the viewpoint of
ISA being an epistemic agent.
This thesis supports the view that ISA can be AEA-AI; hence, if this view
is right, then there is a clear need to extend the domain of epistemological
analysis outside human beings to include the concepts of knowledge and
justification in the context of AEA-AI. One of the main benefits of having
joint epistemological theories is the increased dependability of the services
which are provided by collaborating HEA and AEA-AI (Laamanen 2020).
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By being AEA-AI, ISA is capable of having belief, justifications for belief,
and knowledge. This statement raises the following questions: What are belief, justification, and knowledge in the context of AEA-AI? Can we adapt
without modifications any of the existing epistemological concepts and theories to the environment of AEA-AI? Does AEA-AI set any new (kinds)
of requirements to epistemological theories and concepts? Are there objections to theories and concepts that are based on scenarios that are not
relevant in the context of AEA-AI?1

1.2 Objective of Thesis
As mentioned in the previous paragraph, there are several questions concerning various specific issues, each of which is worthy of detailed discussions and resolutions. The objective of this thesis is to discuss process
reliabilism concerning justification in the environment in which human beings and intelligent software agents collaborate to provide their customers
with information–based services. This specific issue is selected because
Heimo Laamanen (Laamanen 2020) promotes a form of process reliabilism
called pragmatic process reliabilism (hereinafter PPR) to be a most feasible theory of justification and knowledge for the joint epistemic context of
HEA and AEA-AI. However, in Laamanen 2020, the viewpoint to the issue
is computer science and the philosophy of artificial intelligence; hence, the
discussion is more concentrated on how AEA-AI can be implemented so
that it fulfills the requirements set by PPR. The viewpoint of this thesis is
epistemology and the philosophy of artificial intelligence; hence, this thesis
discusses in more detail specific epistemological issues concerning process
reliabilism as the joint justification theory for HEA and AEA-AI. However,
the main emphasis is on AEA-AI because it is the new player in the scene.

1.3 Introduction to Epistemology
The topics of epistemological studies are human knowledge and justified
belief. Epistemology deals with the following issues (Steup 2020): First,
what are the necessary and sufficient conditions for knowledge and jus1 This question is worthy of asking because the operation environment of AEA-AI by being
digital is quite different from the one of human beings. For example, one might ask what
is the relevance of the issues pointed out by the perfectly–reliable-clairvoyant scenario in
the context of AEA-AI because the idea of AEA-AI having perfectly reliable clairvoyant
faculty is not feasible. Thus, is it feasible to require a higher–level belief of the reliability
of a used belief–forming process?
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tification? Second, what are the sources of knowledge and justification?
Third, what are the structures and limits of knowledge and justification?
Fourth, what is the value of knowledge compared to the value of true belief? Laurence BonJour claims in his book Epistemology Classic Problems and
Contemporary Responses (BonJour 2009b) that in the domain of philosophy,
knowledge and justification are subject areas in which the problems are
especially difficult, pervasive, and troubling in their implications. And if
epistemology is extended to include also AEA-AI and its environments, the
problems will most likely be even more difficult and troubling.
epistemic agency
The concept of epistemic agency has been to some extent a topic of discussions in epistemology and in the study of reasoning and norms of rationality. The discussions have covered issues such as 1) Do beliefs impose
liability of any kind to an epistemic agent? 2) Are beliefs governed by ethical norms? 3) Do human beings have epistemic duties? Epistemic agency
implies that some kind of voluntary and norm–governed activities are involved in forming at least some of human being’s epistemic states. In the
context of AEA-AI, these questions face new interesting dimensions, which
deserve exploring. For example, what does the liability of AEA-AI, if there
is any, actually mean; in other words, can AEA-AI itself be liable? And can
AEA-AI itself be aware of ethical norms that govern beliefs? Nevertheless,
a detailed discussion of these topics of the epistemic agency is outside the
scope of this thesis.
There are several explications of the concept of epistemic agency (Ahlstrom
2010). For example, the epistemic agency is the type of agency expressed
by performing actions to achieve epistemic goals. This raises two questions:
First, what are the actions with which epistemic agency can be expressed?
And second, what are the epistemic goals? To these questions, Kristoffer
Ahlstrom formulates the following response (Ahlstrom 2010) (p. 5): "To
perform actions for the purpose of forming true belief in a manner that furthers
our epistemic goals is to engage in inquiry. In other words, epistemic agency is
constituted by all the things we do when conducting inquiry. ... And true belief
is the only goal of inquiry." But, in the context of AEA-AI, this explication
is too narrow by limiting the actions only to the inquiry. In the context
of AEA-AI, beliefs can also be gained via other kinds of methods. For example, AEA-AI based on deep learning is not only engaged in the inquiry
but may also hold beliefs that are formed by another AEA-AI during its
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learning phase, and which are then moved as (duplicated) beliefs to AEAAI during a launching phase. Hence, those beliefs are not inquired, but
a kind of inherited. Therefore, the explication of epistemic agency needs
to be more broad that allows other kinds of belief–forming methods and
a less strict explication of an epistemic agent. For example, in this thesis,
an appropriate explication of an epistemic agent is as follows: An epistemic
agent is an actor that has a substantial effect on a situation and perceives, holds,
processes, and distributes beliefs that aim at truth. This explication fulfills a
broad sense of epistemic agency because it also allows other methods than
an inquiry to obtain beliefs. The benefit of this kind of explication is that
the broadness allows better the discussion of the actual topic of this thesis
because the definition itself does not set unnecessary strict limits to what
is considered an artificial epistemic agent.
knowledge
There are three different kinds of knowledge: 1) knowledge–how "Matti
knows how to ride a bicycle.", 2) knowledge of acquaintance "Matti knows
Maija.", and 3) propositional knowledge ("Matti knows that snow is white.")
(Ichikawa and Steup 2018; Niiniluoto 1989). The topic of epistemology is
propositional knowledge. One of the questions is what sorts of things can
be known by an epistemic agent? Laurence BonJour has listed some of the
things that reasonably seem to be objects of knowledge (BonJour:2009a p.
10-11):2
• Facts about the epistemic agent’s present subjective experiences.
• Facts about the epistemic agent’s presently perceived physical environment, including the epistemic agent’s own body.
• Facts about the larger perceptible and social world beyond the epistemic agent’s present experience.
• Facts about the epistemic agent’s personal past.
• Facts about the historical past that were not part of the epistemic
agent’s experience.
2 In his list Laurence BonJour uses first person’s ( I ) subjective viewpoint, but this thesis uses third person’s subjective viewpoint. Even though there is important difference
between those viewpoints, it is assumed in this list that if the first person knows something on whatsoever basis then third subject whether it is a human being or an AEA-AI is
capable at this abstraction level to know the same thing on the same basis.
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• General and causal facts concerning observable objects and processes.
• Facts about future events; for example, the epistemic agent will evidentially die.
• Facts the knowledge of which does not seem to depend on sensory
experience at all; for example, 2+2=4 and analytic truths.
Now the question is can we assume that this list is also valid in the case
of AEA-AI? Currently, after a very brief analysis, there seem to be no arguments that indicate the list not to be valid also in the case of AEA-AI.
Skepticism is one of the most important, much–discussed topics in epistemology. Nevertheless, the discussion of skepticism is outside of the topic
of this thesis because if we assume that human beings cannot know anything or have very strict limits to know something, then it is also feasible
to assume that AEA-AIs cannot know anything or cannot break the same
strict limits to know something. Hence, a detailed discussion of skepticism
is not fruitful in the context of this thesis.
Since the times of ancient Greece, philosophers generally considered that
knowledge that p is justified true belief (hereinafter JTB) till 1963 when Edmund Gettier published his famous article Is Justified True Belief Knowledge?
(Gettier 1963). According to JTB everyone of the three conditions of JTB is
necessary, and they are jointly sufficient for knowledge (Steup 2020):
1. Truth: A false proposition cannot be known. Almost every philosopher agrees that an epistemic agent cannot know what is not the case.
2. Belief: If an epistemic agent does not believe that p, she/he cannot
know it.
3. Justification: An epistemic agent’s knowledge that p cannot be based
merely on luck, wishful thoughts, or any such kind of factors; hence,
some kind of justification to support the truth of belief is required.
There are two conceptions of justification: infallibilism (strong one)
and fallibilism (weak one). According to infallibilism, the reason/evidence must be conclusive, meaning that it must guarantee the truth of
the proposition in question. According to fallibilism, the acceptable
version of the reason/evidence does not require conclusive reasons;
hence, reasonably strong reasons or evidence that are strong enough
to make the proposition in question likely to be true.
However, if JTB were right, each of these conditions may face problems in
the context of AEA-AI. One of the possible problems concerning the truth
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condition is how an epistemic agent could determine that the condition is
satisfied. Discussing at a theoretical level, epistemologists see that knowledge requires just that the truth condition is in fact satisfied, whether the
epistemic agent can determine whether it is satisfied or not satisfied. But at
a practical level—AEA-AI implements JTB and actually carries out actions
based on knowledge fulfilling JTB—it could be important for AEA-AI being
able to determine whether the truth condition is satisfied or not. For example, suppose that AEA-AI controls a nuclear–power plan, and the radiation
level is one of the main factors that might demand actions. If the radiation
level rises over a threshold, the nuclear reactor must be shut down immediately; otherwise, consequences might be catastrophic. But if the nuclear
reactor were shut down unnecessarily, it could cause severe financial and
power shortage problems. Therefore, it is essential for AEA-AI to be able
to determine whether the truth condition—the truth of the radiation level
being over the threshold—is satisfied or not satisfied.
The belief condition faces the problem of the dispositional sense of belief because it would not always be correct to say that an epistemic agent
believes the proposition in question (BonJour 2009b). For example, it may
not be reasonable to claim that AEA-AI believes a result (a proposition)
of an inferring process, the result of which it is not capable of inferring
in a demanded response time though AEA-AI has the proposition stored
in its database.3 An example of this kind of a situation could be the following one: AEA-AI has collected several both true and false claims—
propositions— from scientific forums discussing a phenomenon in nature
and stored them in its database. Among them is a true proposition TP,
which a super computer has inferred straightforwardly within minutes
from the huge information database of the phenomenon. However, despite
AEA-AI would be capable to infer TP; there is no such kind of a super
computer available for AEA-AI to carry out the inferring process; hence,
the inferring process would take several hours. Now, AEA-AI are queried
about Do you know TP? and it must answer within minutes. In this case, it
would not be reasonable to claim that AEA-AI believes TP because AEA-AI
has no evidence supporting it.4 The justification condition raises questions
about how to exclude the role of luck in justification. First, the strong conception of justification leads to skepticism. Second, the weak conception of
justification raises the question of how likely the truth of the proposition
must be to satisfy the justification condition. And third, luck is not just a
3 This is a kind of omniscience problem.
4 I assume that testimony has no role in this example.
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"lucky/not lucky" incident, but it happens by degrees; hence, what is the
amount of luck that invalidates possible justification?
Edmund Gettier argued that JTB is not sufficient because there are cases
of JTB—nowadays called Gettier–cases—that are not considered to be knowledge. The role of luck could not be ruled out. There have been several
different attempts trying to define knowledge adequately, such as JTB+X,
evidentialism, reliabilism, and knowledge as a virtue. In addition, there
are views according to which knowledge is a fundamental concept; hence,
it cannot be reduced to any other concepts. Due to the challenges of traditional theories of knowledge to solve the Gettier Problem some of these
approaches have radically changed the way of thinking of knowledge. The
Gettier problem has taught epistemologists that a substantive knowledge
theory is not impossible, but it must be of an importantly different kind
than has traditionally been sought (Miracchi 2015). For example, several
philosophers endorse the idea that knowledge is a mental state in its own
right, not merely because of its connection to belief. According to this
knowledge first approach, knowledge is the fundamental concept, and other
concepts, such as belief and justification, shall be explicated using the concept of knowledge (Williamson 2000). On the other hand, some philosophers claim that knowledge is a kind of performance or achievement based
on an epistemic agent’s epistemic virtue (Greco 2012; Sosa 2007; Zagzebski 2000). Hence, knowledge is an achievement that is explained by an
epistemic agent’s competence to believe truly. However, none of the contemporary approaches has been successful in achieving overall acceptance.
justification
Epistemic justification is explicated as the right standing of an epistemic
agent’s beliefs with respect to knowledge (Watson 2021). Justification raises
two issues (Steup 2020): First, what does the concept of justification actually
mean? And second, what makes beliefs justified?
The role of justification can be seen to help the epistemic agent with
reaching the truth of the belief. There are two different understandings
of justification, namely deontological justification and non–deontological
justification. According to Matthias Steup (Steup 2020), deontological justification defines that "S is justified in believing that p if and only if S believes
that p while it is not the case that S is obliged to refrain from believing that p."
And non–deontological justification defines that "S is justified in believing
that p if and only if S believes that p on a basis that properly probabilifies S’s
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belief that p." These definitions express only a rough distinction between
deontological and non–deontological understandings of justification. Deontological justification raises the question of what kinds of obligations are
relevant when an epistemic agent aims at having a true belief. To answer
this question, we need an account of the correct epistemic norms (Steup
2020). In the context of AEA-AI, the requirement of "it is not the case that
S is obliged to refrain from believing that p" is problematic in the context of
AEA-AI because it might require intensive monitoring of the world in order to ensure that there are no such factors that would oblige AEA-AI to
refrain form believing that p. Hence, it is not discussed further in this
thesis. Non–deontological justification raises the question of what kind of
property is a proper probabilification. There is no straightforward answer
to this question, and it is discussed in more detail in section 4.3.2 Process
Reliabilism for Justification.
There are two kinds of justifiedness (Goldman and Beddor 2016): doxastic and propositional. Doxastic justifiedness concerns having a justified
belief, and propositional justifiedness concerns having justification for a
proposition. In an ideal case, the theory of justification should be able to
manage both kinds of justifiedness.
Concerning the question of what makes a belief justified, there are two
main approaches, namely evidentialism and reliabilism (Steup 2020). According to evidentialism, it is the possession of evidence. In general, evidence comprises perceptual, introspective, memorial, and intuitional experiences. And having an experience of these kinds indicates to possess
evidence that consists of experiences and beliefs. Another interpretation of
possessing evidence is to be in a mental state5 that represents p to be true.
According to reliabilism, a belief is justified if and only if it results from a
cognitive origin that is reliable. Hence, it is not the possession of evidence
that makes a belief justified, but the reliability of belief–forming processes
(Goldman 1979; Goldman and Beddor 2011, 2016; Steup 2020). This raises
the question of what types of processes can be considered to be reliable
enough to fulfill the reliability requirement of justification. This question is
discussed in more detail in section 4.3.2 Process Reliabilism for Justification.
The issue of whether justification is internal or external has caused a
lot of serious debates. Internalism is based on the idea that justification
depends exclusively on factors internal to an epistemic agent’s mind (Bon5 A seeming state is one example of that kind of a mental state. The topic of seeming states
is beyond the scope of this thesis. They are discussed in more detail, for example, in
articles Fumerton and Hasan 2018 and Bruce Russell 2020.
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Jour 2009a; Goldman 2008a). There are two kinds of internalism: accessibility internalism and mentalist internalism. According to accessibility
internalism justification factors are always recognizable on reflection, and
according to mentalist internalism justification factors are always mental
states (Steup 2020). Externalism allows justification factors that do not meet
the requirements set by internalism (BonJour 2009a). Fred Dretske argues
that "According to externalism, what is important for knowledge is not that you
know perceptual conditions are normal, but that conditions actually be normal."
(Dretske 2008). Hence, justification can be obtained from a wider range
of different kinds of factors, for example, including factors external to an
epistemic agent’s mind, such as the reliability of a belief–forming process
that is neither mental nor always recognizable on reflection. In general, reliabilists support externalism, and evidentialists support internalism. This
thesis supports externalism because in the context of AEA-AI, it can be argued that justification is the kind of objective probability needed for knowledge,
and only external conditions on justification imply this probability (Steup 2020).
sources of justified beliefs
The source of justified beliefs (also knowledge) is an important topic of
the discussions concerning the epistemic quality of beliefs. In this thesis,
one of the key issues is justified beliefs about the external world of AEAAI. This is the problem of whether, and if so how, beliefs about the external
material world and the objects that it allegedly contains can be justified
based on immediate sensory experience (BonJour 2009b; Button 2013).
There are three main approaches to beliefs based on perceptual experience about (also knowledge of) the external world: phenomenalism, representative realism, and direct realism. According to phenomenalism the
content of a proposition about material objects and the material world is
entirely concerned with features and relations of the immediate objects of
our perceptual experience, that is, the features and relations of our sense–
data (BonJour 2009b). Hence, to believe that an object of a particular type
exists in the external world is to believe that sense–data of various sorts
are being (will be/have been) experienced under specifiable conditions,
and sense–data of the particular type are actual or obtainable. The actuality and obtainability of sense–data are all there is to the physical or
material world, and this is the bottom line, not explained or explainable
by anything further (BonJour 2009a,b; Goldman 2008a). There are several
objections to phenomenalism. In the context of this thesis, the most signif-
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icant objection is the following one: It is obvious upon even the slightest
unbiased reflection that the content of beliefs about physical or material
objects does pertain to a realm of entities that exist outside of our minds
and experiences in an independent physical realm—to mind–independent
objects (BonJour 2009b). Other objections concern the problem of the valid
specification of conditions under which the various sense-data are experienced and the realm of sense-data that have an intrinsic order of its own,
one that can be recognized and described solely in terms of the sense-data
themselves. These objections are discussed in more detail, for example, in
BonJour 2009b; Goldman 2008a.
According to representative realism, our immediately experienced sense–
data, together with the further beliefs that we form based on them, constitute a representation or depiction of an independent realm of material
objects—a representation that we are in general, according to the representative realist, justified in believing to be true (BonJour 2009a,b). One
problem concerning this view of realism is that it is not clear what kind
of inference is needed to infer from sense–data to external objects. There
are also objections to representative realism, such as Hume’s claim that one
must experience both sides of the causal relation to experience the regular
sequence between cause and effect required to know the causal relations between an object in the external world and experienced sense–data (BonJour
2009b). Hume argued that this is not possible. There are many responses to
Hume’s objections, and those are discussed, for example, in BonJour 2009b.
This thesis supports representative realism because in the context of AEAAI it is certain that the content of beliefs about physical or material objects
does pertain to a realm of entities that exist in an independent physical
realm outside of the experiences and world models of AEA-AI.
According to Jack Lyons (Lyons 2017), “direct realism has been usually reserved for the view that perceptual experience is constituted by the subject’s standing in certain relations to external objects, where this relation is not mediated by
or analyzable in terms of further, inner states of the agent." Nevertheless, direct
realism is not feasible in the context of AEA-AI because directly perceived
objects are represented as sequences of bits without any semantics in the
memory of AEA-AI.
Beliefs can be formed from several different kinds of sources, such as
desires, emotions, memory, perception, introspection, et cetera. In order for
beliefs to be considered as justified, they must originate in sources of which
we have certified as being reliable. Human beings’ memory, perception,
introspection, reason, and testimony are considered to be reliable sources
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(Steup 2020). In the case of AEA-AI, desires and emotions cannot currently
even be sources of beliefs because the contemporary state of AI is not high
enough to implement such features.
One of the key questions concerning memory is the following: Is memory a source of justification only if it is in fact reliable? In the context of
AEA-AI, this question is less critical than in the context of a human being
because the memory of AEA-AI is considered far more reliable than a human being’s memory. In both contexts, stored beliefs themselves must have
appropriate justification.
Human being’s perceptual faculties comprise five senses that are touch,
sight, hearing, smelling, and tasting. A common feature of all these faculties is the fact that a perceptual experience is fallible. This raises a problem because it seems that there is not any non–circular way of arguing for
the reliability of a person’s perceptual faculties (Steup 2020). Concerning
perceptual faculties, AEA-AI may have in addition to the ones mentioned
above, several utterly different kinds of faculties, such as radar, electronic
microscope, and magnetic resonance. In general, these faculties are significantly more reliable than the faculties of a human being. Therefore, they
can also be considered to be reliable sources, especially when measured,
actual reliability indicates so.
According to Eric Schwitzgebel (Schwitzgebel 2019b), introspection is
an epistemic agent’s method to learn about his/her/its own mental states
or processes. Some epistemologists consider introspection to have a special
status of being infallible because an introspective experience of p eliminates
all possible doubt as to whether p is true (Steup 2020). In the case of AEAAI, introspection can be considered to be a method to inquire the internal
status of AEA-AI itself, such as what beliefs are stored in memory, the
justification status of beliefs, the sources of justification, and the status of
(belief-forming) processes. This kind of introspection cannot be considered
infallible because there is always a possibility of both hardware or software
failures.6
In the case of human beings, some beliefs are considered to be justified
independently of experience. This kind of justification is called a priori justification: "S is justified a priori in believing that p if and only if S’s justification
for believing that p does not depend on any experience" (Steup 2020). For example, conceptual truths, such as "A bit can be either one or zero.", and truths of
logic, geometry, and mathematics can be a priori justified. Reasoning pro6 Even though the self–inquiry and self–monitoring of a computer system are in general
very reliable operations, there are not infallible.
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vides a priori justification by being a reliable cognitive process and using
the recognition of the truth of the above–mentioned kinds of propositions.
The context of AEA-AI does not bring along any new meaningful issues
concerning a priori justification because conceptual truths, truths of logic,
geometry, and mathematics are the same in both contexts. Of course, one
can ask what experience actually means in the context of AEA-AI?
Testimony raises several questions concerning justification (Adler 2017).
For example, the following ones need acceptable resolutions: First, can the
reliability of testimony be justified by appeal to the sources of testimony?
Second, is testimony a source of justification or only a transmission method
of justification? Third, if testimony is a source of justification, then why it
is the case. And fourth, if the reliability of a testimonial source is not sufficient for making it a source of justification, then what else is required?
These questions are also meaningful in the context of AEA-AI, but testimony is not explored in this thesis.

1.4 Introduction to Artificial Intelligence
This section briefly discusses the topics of AI that are relevant concerning
this thesis. First, a short introduction to AI is presented, and then a form
of an intelligent software agent is described.
artificial intelligence
It is difficult to define precisely what exactly is AI. A common, high–
level understanding is the following: Artificial intelligence is a composition of several disciplines to understand, model, and implement intelligence and cognitive processes. Disciplines such as hardware technology,
software agent technology, software development, logic, mathematics, neural networks, neurobiology, ethics, and psychology have contributed to AI.
Philosophy has been and still is a very important part of AI. There are
several reasons for the specific role of philosophy in AI: First, the concept
of truth has been essential in both AI research and epistemology. Second,
foundational questions of AI are philosophical in nature. And third, philosophical concepts, such as knowledge, representation, and action, need to
be appropriately understood in AI to model and implement them. On the
other hand, AI has contributed to philosophy by raising new questions
in metaphysics, ethics, and epistemology. Problem–solving, such as how
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intelligent behavior ought to be explained or how to understand human
intelligence, has gained from AI.
John McCarthy, who is one of the fathers of AI, discussed as early as
1969 epistemological problems of AI (McCarthy 1977). The topics of the
epistemological part of AI comprises issues such as what kinds of facts
about the world are available to an artificial epistemic agent, how these
facts can be represented in computer memories, and what rules permit
valid conclusions to be reasoned from these facts (McCarthy 1977). John
McCarthy introduced the following problems (McCarthy 1977): First, does
a solution to the problem require other people’s cooperation or overcoming
their opposition? Second, does problem–solving involve the acquisition of
knowledge?7 Third, does problem–solving involve concurrent events and
actions? Fourth, how can a robot express knowledge about space and the
locations, shapes, and layouts of objects in space? And fifth, how to solve
the frame problem?8 Some of these problems are still the topics of research
requiring more efficient solutions.
The research on AI covers several themes such as smart software versus
cognitive modeling, symbolic AI versus connectionism (a.k.a. neural nets
or deep learning), reasoning versus perception, reasoning versus knowledge, to present or not to present, and narrow AI versus human–level intelligence (Franklin 2014). This thesis deals with the following themes: First,
symbolic AI because propositions are presented symbolically. Second, this
thesis concentrates more on perception than reasoning because information
inquiry and distribution—receiving and asserting knowledge and justified
belief—is an essential factor in the context of this thesis. Third, in the case
of reasoning versus knowledge, the thesis prefers knowledge because in
real–world systems with a significant amount of information, there is the
requirement to be aware of and model the epistemic quality of information. Fourth, the answer to the question of to present or not present is
strait–forwardly to present because epistemology deals with propositional
beliefs and knowledge, which in turn are generally presented using knowledge representation languages. Neural networks are an example of the
not–to–present method. In neural networks, a proposition is a result of an
activation pattern and one or several nodes—possibly distributed in the
output layer— express the proposition; thus, there is no formal language
representation of the proposition. Hence, it is not a suitable method to
7 McCarthy uses the term knowledge without explicitly specifying the explication of the term.
8 For further information about the frame problem, please, see for example, Murray Shanahan’s article The Frame Problem (Shanahan 2016)
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evaluate the epistemic quality of the proposition. And fifth, this thesis does
not take any strong opinion about the severe debate concerning whether
AI could reach human–level intelligence (to be a mind, consciousness, et
cetera; meaning so–called strong AI) except that it should finally be time to
get out of the Chinese Room. However, this thesis has a similar approach
to AI as Hilary Putnam has expressed it "The notional task of artificial intelligence is to simulate intelligence, not to duplicate it." (Putnam 2009). But one of
the problems is caused by the fact that the term intelligence is vague and is
not luminous.
intelligent software agent
The concept of the intelligent software agent is the result of the development of software technology and AI, and it represents a different kind
of idea of software–based systems compared to traditional, object–oriented
software systems. The concept of ISA has several different explications in
computer science. A descriptive one is as follows: An intelligent software
agent is a computational entity that can be viewed as perceiving and acting upon
its environment, and that is autonomous in that its behavior at least partially
depends on its own experience (Weiss 1999). Thus, ISA quite often acts independently on behalf of human being, and it demonstrates human–like
behavior:
1. Autonomy: ISA acts independently on behalf of its master without
human intervention.
2. Proactive: ISA is capable of creating or controlling a situation by causing something to happen rather than responding to it after it has happened.
3. Goal–oriented: ISA has its own desires, which it tries to achieve.
4. Collaborative: ISA is capable of working jointly with other ISAs or
human beings on activities.
5. Communicative: ISA is capable of exchanging beliefs (knowledge, justified beliefs, and beliefs) with other ISAs or human beings.
There have been several different methods to implement the core idea of
ISA. The method of knowledge and action developed by Robert C. Moore concentrated on the question of what an agent needs to know to be capable
of performing an action (Wooldridge and Jennings 1995). The method of
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intention developed by Philip R. Cohen and Hector J. Levesque studied the
concept of intending to act that defines conditions for an agent to perform an
action. This introduced belief as one of the basic ideas in the theory of ISA
(Wooldridge and Jennings 1995). In related work, Anand Rao and Michael
Georgeff invented a software architecture based on beliefs, desires, and intentions that resulted in a belief–desire–intention (hereinafter BDI) model for
the internal structure of ISA (Casali et al. 2004; A.S. Rao and M. P. Georgeff
1995; Anand Rao and M. Georgeff 1998). Belief represents characteristics of
an environment, which ISA perceives whenever needed. Desires represent
goals to be achieved as well as properties associated with goals. Intentions
represent selected actions to achieve the desired goal. The BDI model is
based on the ideas of Michael Bratman’s philosophical theory of practical
reasoning (Bratman 1987).
The BDI model is the most suitable one to model AEA-AI for the objectives of this thesis. First, it is based on the idea of modeling the activity
(practical reasoning) of human beings. Second, the concept of belief is adequately similar to the one of epistemology, so that it can be used to discuss
and define belief, justified belief, and knowledge for the collaborative environment of HEA and AEA-AI. Third, beliefs and desires can be represented
as states using propositions. And finally, the BDI model is widely accepted.
Therefore, this thesis uses the BDI–based ISA as the high–level, abstract
model of AEA-AI that processes, evaluates, and manages information and
its epistemic quality.
The sources of the beliefs (knowledge, justified beliefs, and plain beliefs)
of AEA-AI can be, for example, perception, introspection, memory, reason,
and testimony. The perceptual capabilities of AEA-AI can be implemented
with various kinds of input devices, such as video/infrared camera and
radar (sight), microphone (hearing), pressure sensor (touch), airflow sensor
(smelling) (in general, different kinds of environmental sensors), keyboard,
touch screen, et cetera. Introspection can be thought to be AEA-AI’s capacity to inspect its internal state: which beliefs are stored in AEA-AI’s
memory, what is the amount of beliefs, what is the maximum capacity to
hold beliefs, what is the epistemic quality of beliefs, what is the status of
inferring processes, et cetera. The memory of AEA-AI comprises semantic,
structured data—actual data and associated semantic metadata—that can
be stored in, for example, the main memory, an external disk, or a cloud.
Reasoning establishes—in addition to perceiving—the important source of
beliefs.
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Figure 1: A schematic diagram of a possible collaborative environment of human
beings and ISAs.

Luciano Floridi discusses in his book The Fourth Revolution : How the Infosphere is Reshaping Human Reality (Floridi 2014) that the world in which
human beings live is becoming populated by huge numbers of information processing systems whose cognitive level of information processing is
equal or much higher compared to human beings. According to contemporary understanding, AI is shifting toward developing intelligent systems
that collaborate more efficiently with human beings and are commonly
human–aware (AI100 Standing Committee and Study Panel 2016). In order
to be efficient, collaboration requires trustworthiness and understanding.
Hence, this predicted progress will require the use of the same concepts
and terms in the domain of the epistemic quality of information; otherwise,
the collaboration between AEA-AI and HEA could be severely flawed.

1.5 Introduction to the Collaboration Environment of Human Beings and
Artificial Epistemic Agents
This section briefly explores possible collaboratives between human beings
and ISAs. The high–level motivation of the argument that ISAs can also
be AEA-AIs is introduced. Figure 1 illustrates a possible cooperation en-
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vironment at a schematic level where human beings and ISAs as AEA-AIs
cooperate to produce an information service.
In this thesis, only some illustrative examples of the collaborative of human beings and AEA-AIs to produce services are introduced and discussed.
The example of Siri below (Siri9 and personal assistance) is already technologically quite possible.
Let us assume that after a congress at Metsätalo professor Episteme
wants to offer a service to her foreign university colleague and drive her to
the airport. To know the current driving time to the airport, she talks to
her personal assistant Siri and asks: "How long does it take at the moment to
drive from Metsätalo to the airport?" Siri inquires about the current traffic information from the traffic information service and replies: "It is a rush hour,
and there are traffic jams. It will take 55 minutes to drive to the Helsinki–Vantaa
airport." Based on this, professor Episteme informs her colleague: "We have
to hurry because it takes quite a long time to drive to the airport.". In this example, both professor Episteme and Siri process in cooperation information to
provide a third party with a service.
This scenario raises the following question: Are professor Episteme and
Siri equal in the epistemic sense, meaning that both of them operate on
beliefs, justified belief, and knowledge? Let us analyze the propositions in
the example. Siri asserts10 three propositions:
1. "It is a rush hour."
2. "There are traffic jams."
3. "It will take 55 minutes to drive to the airport."
And professor Episteme asserts two propositions:
1. "We have to hurry."
2. "It takes quite a long time to drive to the airport."
Let us first assume that Siri is a human being. Based on this assumption, our intuition says that all the propositions asserted by Siri are beliefs,
and also, there exist justifications for each belief11 ; hence, there are justi9 Siri is a personal assistant agent developed by Apple (Articles about Siri n.d.; inc. 2019).
10 An assertion is a speech act which AEA-AI carries out when claiming something to hold to
its communication partner (Searle 1969). Whether AEA-AI is capable of asserting seems to
be a debatable question. This thesis supports the positive view to the capability of AEA-AI
to assert because the author of this thesis was involved in the standardization activity of
Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agent (FIPA) to model agent–to–agent communication
according to the speech act theory. The fact that there has been several implementations
of the FIPA specifications supports the positive view. The specifications are available on
www.fipa.org.
11 Showing the justification is outside the scope of this essay.
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fied beliefs. Our intuition also says that the first and second one is also
knowledge.12 The same applies to the propositions asserted by professor
Episteme, but in this case, the propositions are not considered to be knowledge.13
As Siri is an ISA the following question is raised: What kind of capabilities are required to be an epistemic agent? In the case of human beings, we
self–evidently take it for granted that a human being is an epistemic agent.
As discussed in section 1.3 Introduction to Epistemology, the explication of
an epistemic agent used in this thesis is as follows: An epistemic agent is
an actor that has a substantial effect on a situation and perceives, holds, processes,
and distributes beliefs that aim at truth. In this scenario, Siri totally fulfills
the requirements of this explication. And Kristoffer Ahlstrom summarizes
epistemic agency to "pertain to actions performed in an effort to attain our epistemic goals and, in particular, the goal of believing truly .... what is it to engage
in actions directed at the goal of forming true belief? It is to engage in inquiry."
(Ahlstrom 2010). Siri also fulfills the requirements of this explication because Siri is engaged in the inquiry, and it aims to form true beliefs. So,
according to these liberal definitions of epistemic agency Siri is an AEA-AI;
hence, an intelligent software agent can be an artificial epistemic agent.
Current predictions about the future progress of AI estimate that several
above–discussed kinds of applications are implementing the collaborative
environment of human beings and artificial epistemic agents. According
to the study Artificial Intelligence and Life in 2030 (AI100 Standing Committee and Study Panel 2016) carried out by the Standing Committee of the
One Hundred Year Study of Artificial Intelligence, AI is already having or
is projected to have the most significant impact on the following domains:
transportation, health care, education, low–resource communities, public
safety and security, employment and workplace, home/service robots, and
entertainment. In each of these domains, the epistemic quality of information plays an important role in affecting the success of operations. For
example, it is estimated that AI–based applications could improve health
and quality of life for millions of people in the future if they work reliably
enough to gain the trust of doctors, nurses, and patients. And to gain trust
requires operating on truthful information: knowledge and justified belief.

12 Showing them to be knowledge is outside the scope of this essay.
13 In some cases the first belief could be considered to be knowledge.
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1.6 Epistemology and Artificial Intelligence
In their article Epistemology and Artificial Intelligence (Wheeler and Pereira
2004) (p.1) Gregory R. Wheeler and Luis Moniz Pereira argue that "Analytical epistemology and artificial intelligence are complementary disciplines. Both
fields study epistemic relations, but whereas artificial intelligence approaches this
subject from the perspective of understanding formal and computational properties of frameworks purporting to model some epistemic relation or other, traditional epistemology approaches the subject from the perspective of understanding
the properties of epistemic relations in terms of their conceptual properties.". This
thesis follows the same idea, though from a little bit different viewpoint, by
discussing the possibility of understanding the joint concepts of knowledge
and justification in the domain of AEA-AI and HEA.
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This chapter introduces scenarios that are used to point out, to clarify, and
to evaluate the ideas, arguments, and results of this thesis. The concepts
of information, proposition, and belief are also explored in the context
of AEA-AI. This chapter also discusses the role of truth concerning AEAAI because some of the operating environments of AEA-AI, such as augmented reality and virtual reality, raise several issues concerning truth.

2.1 Setting the Scene—a Scenario of Personal Support Assistant
Let us assume that Mrs. May Independent lives in a nursing home because she is paralyzed and unable to move around without a wheelchair
and additional assistance. She has in her facilities a robot—MyHelper as
the personal support assistant—which is capable of carrying out several
supporting activities, such as the following ones:
• Fetch items for May.
• Organize May’s daily activities, such as arranging meetings, transports, visits, et cetera.
• Retrieve necessary information for May from various sources of information.
• Call help in the case of an emergency.
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• et cetera.
case 1: teaching the names of items.
When visiting yesterday, social assistance service provided May with
three items, which were a heart rate monitor, a blood pressure monitor,
and a new hat. The items were left on the table, from where MyHelper can
reach them. May will use these items quite a lot in the future; therefore,
she needs to teach MyHelper the names of the items. The training session
proceeds as follows:
1. May commands MyHelper "Start training session".
2. May commands MyHelper "Bring me heart rate monitor".
3. As they are new items to MyHelper, it is not cognizant of which one
is the heart rate monitor. Hence, it picks up arbitrary an item, which
happens to be the new hat, and carries it to May.
4. May says to MyHelper "This is not heart rate monitor". "This is hat."
"Put this back on table." "Bring me heart rate monitor."
5. MyHelper places the new hat back on the table, and picks up, once
again arbitrary, another item, which this time is the heart rate monitor,
and carries it to May.
6. May says to MyHelper "This is heart rate monitor." "Thank you". "Put
this back on table." "Bring me blood pressure monitor."
7. MyHelper places the heart rate monitor back on the table. This time it
is aware of which item on the table is named as blood pressure monitor
because the blood pressure monitor is the only unnamed item on the
table. It picks up the blood pressure monitor and carries it to May.
8. May says to MyHelper "This is blood pressure monitor." "Thank you".
"Put this back on table."
9. May commands MyHelper "Stop training session".
After this training session, MyHelper is cognizant of the references between
words (names) and items on the table. This thesis supports the view that
AEA-AI is capable of having beliefs, and according to this view, MyHelper
has the following beliefs:
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• The name heart rate monitor refers to the ’heart rate monitor’.
• The name blood pressure monitor refers to the ’blood pressure monitor’.
• The name hat refers to the ’hat’.
The view of AEA-AI being capable of having beliefs is discussed and motivated below in more detail in section 2.2 Belief.
case 2: arranging dinner
May wants to arrange a dinner with her sister June and father Nick in
a restaurant somewhere downtown. June also has a modern, AI–based
life management agent called TuonenTytti. Nick still manages his calendar
manually. May commands MyHelper: "Arrange dinner." "Participants my
father and sister." "Time next week." "Place restaurant in downtown Helsinki."
The following actions take place:
1. MyHelper checks May’s calendar and finds out that "Tuesday is free
for dinner." and "Thursday is free for dinner."
2. MyHelper sends a message to TuonenTytti: "May organizes dinner with
June and Nick." "Is June available for dinner on either Tuesday or Thursday?"
3. TuonenTytti checks June’s calendar and finds out that Tuesday is possible but Thursday is not possible. TuonenTytti responds to MyHelper
"Tuesday is free for dinner". "Thursday is not free for dinner".
4. MyHelper sends an email to Nick: "May organizes dinner with you and
June." "Are you available for dinner on Tuesday?"
5. Unfortunately, at the time of reading the email, Nick does not have
access to his calendar, so he sends an email to MyHelper: "I believe
that I am available for dinner on Tuesday".
6. MyHelper starts browsing downtown restaurants to find a wheelchair–
accessible restaurant to book a table by sending a query to a directory service agent of downtown restaurants: "Table reservation query."
"Time Tuesday at 18:00 hours." "Menu vegetarian". "Special requirement:
wheelchair accessible".
7. The directory service agent sends a response:
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• Restaurant Tomato" "Time Tuesday at 18:00 hours. Available" "Menu
vegetarian. Yes". "Special requirement: wheelchair accessible. Yes,
certified by the Association of People with Physical Disabilities."
• Restaurant Steak and Vege" "Time Tuesday at 18:00 hours. Available"
"Menu vegetarian. Yes". "Special requirement: wheelchair accessible.
Yes, according to restaurant."
8. MyHelper books the table from restaurant Tomato, and informs Nick
by email and TuonenTytti by sending a message: "Dinner arranged
with May and June." "Place is restaurant Tomato." "Time is 18:00.".
9. MyHelper informs May "Dinner is arranged." "Place is restaurant Tomato."
"Time is 18:00.".
In this case, there are several propositions, such as the following ones:
1. MyHelper: "Tuesday is free for dinner."
2. TuonenTytti: "Tuesday is free for dinner".
3. Nick: "I am available for dinner on Tuesday".
4. Restaurant Tomato: "Wheelchair accessible. Certified by the Association of
People with Physical Disabilities."
5. Restaurant Steak and Vege: "Wheelchair accessible. "
6. MyHelper: "Dinner is arranged."
According to the view that AEA-AI is capable of having beliefs, it can
be assumed that the propositions (1), (4), (5), and (6) are the objects of
MyHelper’s beliefs, and the proposition (2) is the object of TuonenTytti’s
belief. The proposition (3) is the object of Nick’s belief. Hence, the epistemic quality of these beliefs can and shall be evaluated. But this raises
the questions: Which justification and knowledge theories are the most proper
ones, and on which basis? Is there any requirement to enhance epistemic theories
to better scope AEA-AI?

2.2 Information, Proposition, and Belief
The concepts of information, proposition, and belief are not unanimously
understood; hence, there are several different explications. This section
discusses and explicates these concepts for the context of this thesis.
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information
Information, as commonly understood, is an epistemologically important commodity because it is the fundamental constituent of belief, justification, and knowledge. Fred Dretske argues in his article Epistemology and
Information (Dretske 2008) that information must be true; otherwise, it is not
information but misinformation. But he admits that "There are, to be sure,
special uses of the term ’information’—computer science is a case in point—in
which truth seems to be irrelevant. Almost anything that can be put into the memory of a computer is counted as information." (Dretske 2008) (p. 2) Jesse David
Dinneen and Christian Brauner argue in their article Practical and Philosophical Considerations for Defining Information as Well-formed, Meaningful Data in
the Information Sciences (Dinneen and Brauner 2015) that Luciano Floridi’s
general definition of information, which does not demand information to
be true, is preferable to its truth–requiring variant. In the context of AEAAI, the requirement of information being true is not feasible because in
real–world, information is used in contexts in which it is not possible to
verify the truth or falseness of information14 . Hence, this thesis does not
require information to be necessarily true.
Defining information is a difficult task, and there are doubts that a discipline–independent definition, which could define information sufficiently
enough (necessary and sufficient conditions) to be used in any domain or
context, is even possible (Dinneen and Brauner 2015). Therefore, there are
many explications of the term information depending on the context of its
usage (Dretske 2008). For example, very simple ones, which do not actually
say anything useful for the context of this thesis, are as follows: information
is that which informs; a continuum of data that has been assigned meaning; sign;
and evidence (Dinneen and Brauner 2015). Concerning this thesis an appropriate definition of information as a semantic content that comprises both
data and meaning is the following one (Froridi 2004): I is an instance of information, understood as objective semantic content, if and only if: (1) I consists
of n data (d), for n ⩾ 1; (2) the data are well–formed; and (3) the well–format
data is meaningful.15 16 Semantic information has an important role in
14 Philosophical theories of information do not necessarily require the verifiability of truth,
but this requirement may come from the dependability requirements for AEA-AI (Laamanen 2020)
15 This definition relies upon the definition of the term data; however, the discussion of data
is outside the topic of this thesis.
16 According to this definition graphs, pictures, videos, et cetera are also information, however, as this thesis discusses propositional information, other forms of information are
outside the topic of this thesis, and hence, not discussed.
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Figure 2: Categories of Information

communications, where the important type of semantic information is factual information because it tells the informee something about something
else. Factual information has a true proposition as its content and it has a
declarative nature (Froridi 2004). In this thesis, information is categorized
as illustrated in Figure 2.
proposition
In philosophy, proposition seems to be a difficult concept, and even
the existence of proposition is questionable, as discussed in Matthew McGrath’s and Devin Frank’s article Propositions (McGarth and Frank 2018).
One of the arguments about the existence of propositions is the so–called
Metaphysics 101 argument (McGarth and Frank 2018):
1. With respect to any belief, there is what is believed, and the believing
of it, and these are distinct.
2. What is believed is something that may be rejected, denied, and disbelieved by multiple subjects and is something that may be true or
false.
3. There are beliefs.
4. So, there are propositions (i.e, shareable objects of the attitudes and
bearers of truth–values).
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Of course, there are objections to this argument, as well, but they are outside the topic of this thesis. This thesis assumes that propositions do exist.
There are some discussions about the nature of propositions. First, propositions could be mind–independent and abstract. This approach faces two
problems: the epistemological problem and the identification problem. The
first problem deals with the issue of how we can know about abstract
propositions without the possibility of causally interacting with them. The
second problem deals with the issue of multiplicity of distinct candidates
for abstract propositions that lead to a conclusion that it is not possible
to determine what propositions are. As such, these problems are outside
the scope of this thesis, and they are discussed in more detail in (McGarth
and Frank 2018). Second, the significance of propositions can be deflated
by deflating propositions: propositions exist, but it is not an issue at all
because propositions do not raise any hard questions (McGarth and Frank
2018). Third, propositions can be considered to be types, the token of which
are mental or linguistic acts or events expressing the proposition (McGarth
and Frank 2018). According to this approach, belief is understood as a relation to an already existing proposition which represents a thing as being
a certain way. This approach raises two problems. The first problem deals
with how an epistemic agent can come to be acquainted with a proposition. And the second problem deals with the question of how to explain
propositions’ capability to represent things as being a certain way. These
problems are discussed in more detail in (McGarth and Frank 2018), and
this thesis assumes that there exist acceptable solutions. Fourth, there is
the question of whether propositions are structured entities or not. Propositions are structured if they are built upon components, in which order is
meaningful. The approach to consider propositions to be structured faces
the problem of explaining why one type of structured proposition can be
true or false while the set of its components is not. But again, this problem is outside the scope of this thesis, but it is discussed in more detail in
(McGarth and Frank 2018).
The term proposition is usually used to point to the objects of (beliefs) attitudes and the bearers of truth and falsity. Hence, propositions have an important role in the semantics of truth–ascriptions, meaning that in S believes
that p and in that p is true, the that–clauses would refer to propositions (McGarth and Frank 2018). This raises the question of whether that–clauses can
really refer. As propositions are the objects of the attitudes and the bearers
of truth, they must be semantically related to the ascription of attitudes and
truth. As such, this question is outside the topic of this thesis, and it is dis-
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cussed in more detail in (McGarth and Frank 2018). Propositions can also
be thought to be the meanings—the semantic contents—of sentences; however, there is a problem that deals with the issue that propositions as the
objects of belief cannot, in general, be spatially and temporally unqualified
(McGarth and Frank 2018). This problem concerns more the philosophy of
language; hence, it is not discussed in this thesis.
As discussed above, the term proposition has many different explications.
A proposition can be used as the primary bearers of truth–value, the object of beliefs, the referents of that–clauses, and the meanings of sentences
(McGarth and Frank 2018). In the context of this thesis, the most feasible
explication of the term proposition is to treat propositions as specified to be
shareable objects of the attitudes and the primary bearers of truth–value
because in the context of AEA-AI, beliefs are distributed in the form of a
proposition, and proposition bears the truth value of a belief.
belief
The concept of belief has a very significant role in epistemology because
the interesting and much–discussed issues in epistemology are the questions of when and how beliefs are justified and, more importantly, when
beliefs can be nominated to knowledge. Belief is the attitude of an epistemic agent to a proposition that the epistemic agent considers being true.
A propositional attitude is considered to be the mental state of having an
attitude about a proposition, which states a potential state of affairs. Belief
raises several questions, such as 1) Believing—what is it? 2) What types
of beliefs are there? 3) What is the aim of belief? 4) Are there degrees of
belief? 5) What is the content of belief? Each of these viewpoints is worth
deep discussions, but as the primary topic of this thesis is justification, the
relevant points of each one are just briefly mentioned below.
The discussion about the first question comprises several approaches,
such as representationalism, dispositionalism, interpretationalism, functionalism, and instrumentalism. According to representationalism an epistemic agent has in her/his mind a representation with the same propositional content as the belief (Schwitzgebel 2019a). However, there is no common understanding of the nature of representation. One proposal made
by Jerry Fodor takes mental representations to exist in the form of an
internal language of thought (LOT) (Fodor 2008). Fred Dretske has presented another proposal according to which representational systems are
systems with the function of tracking features of the world (Schwitzgebel
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2019a). Representationalists generally suppose that representations are
structured because it is thought to increase productivity and systematicity of thought (Schwitzgebel 2019a). According to dispositionalism—also
interpretationalism—the pattern of actual and potential behavior is the fundamental matter in belief, and representations only are relevant to belief because they ground such a pattern. Hence, for an epistemic agent to believe
a proposition is for the epistemic agent to possess one or more particular behavioral dispositions related to the proposition. The main difference
between dispositionalism and interpretationalism is that interpretationists
concentrate the focus on observable behavior, that is, behavior interpretable
by an outside observer (Schwitzgebel 2019a). Functionalism about belief
states is the idea that a belief state is created by its actual and/or potential
causal relations to sensory stimulations, behavior, and other mental states
(Schwitzgebel 2019a). Functionalists are of the opinion that believing is to
be in a state that plays some kind of a causal role, such as believing that
performing action A would lead to an event or state of affairs, conjoined
with a desire for E and no overriding contrary desire, will typically cause
an intention to do A (Schwitzgebel 2019a). Functionalism raises the question about what are the proper and characteristic causal relationships. This
question is discussed in more detail, for example, in (Schwitzgebel 2019a).
Functionalism seems to be compatible with either representationalism or
interpretationalism. According to instrumentalism, belief attributions are
useful for certain purposes, but there are no certain underlying facts about
what epistemic agents do believe or whether belief attributions are in the
strictest sense ever true (Schwitzgebel 2019a). There is also a question of
whether beliefs are actually real. Hard instrumentalists deny that beliefs
exist in any sense. Soft instrumentalists grant that beliefs are real, but they
are less robust than is normally thought; beliefs may be real, but in the way
of being stored in mind in some representations (Schwitzgebel 2019a).
Concerning the second question, there are two kinds of beliefs: First, beliefs that an epistemic agent explicitly and consciously accepts, and second,
beliefs that an epistemic agent dispositionally accepts at the time in question (BonJour 2009b). An epistemic agent believes a proposition explicitly
if a representation with the content of the belief is actually present in mind
in the right way, and the epistemic agent believes a proposition implicitly
if in the mind there is no representation with the content of the proposition
in a belief–like way. Implicit beliefs can be formed, for example, by deriving or reasoning from something already explicitly believed (Schwitzgebel
2019a).
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The third question is interesting because AI researchers and developers
do not generally make the distinction between belief and the content of
proposition; hence, this leads to the thinking that that beliefs aim to describe the external world of ISA. But in epistemology, there is so–called
the aim–of–belief thesis according to which beliefs aim at truth. The thesis
of the aim–of–belief is used, for example, to distinguish beliefs from other
cognitive states such as supposing, imagining, and assuming. To resolve
this different way of thinking requires AI researchers and developers to
make a minor change in their thinking. As a matter of fact, AI researchers
and developers already seem to have it as granted that when ISA stores a
proposition in its belief base, there is the aim of getting the truth–value of
a proposition right. Now, there is a minor shift to think that the content
of a proposition aims at to describe as truly as possible the external world,
and beliefs aim at truth, meaning ISA believes only propositions that it
considers to be true.
The fourth question deals with the issue of how strongly—the level of
confidence—an epistemic agent believes the proposition in question. There
are several variations starting from an absolute certainty (the Cartesian
view) to a much weaker version in which an epistemic agent shall be fairly
confident or reasonably sure in his/her belief of the proposition in question. However, the concept of degree of belief is not quite clear because the
relationship between belief and confidence is not straightforward. Usually,
the degree of belief is formalized using the same scale as the probability
calculus (between 0 and 1). 1 indicates absolute certainty of the truth of a
proposition, and 0 indicates absolute certainty of the falsity of the proposition.
The fifth question seems to be quite straightforward, as both philosophers and AI researchers are generally of the opinion that the belief that p
has the propositional content p. One interesting question about the content
of belief concerns internalism versus externalism. Internalists are of the
opinion that the content of an epistemic agent’s beliefs depends entirely on
matters happening inside one’s mind and not at all on the external world;
however, not including the effects of the latter on one’s mind (Schwitzgebel
2019a). There are several arguments against internalism (Schwitzgebel
2019a) that are also valid in the context of ISA; therefore, this thesis supports externalism. Internalism and externalism are discussed in the context
of justification in section 4.2 Internalism–Externalism.
According to the traditional analysis of propositional knowledge, belief
is taken to be conceptually prior to knowledge; hence, knowledge is ana-
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lyzed based on belief. However, due to the unsolved problems of this approach, some epistemologists, such as Timothy Williamson and Lisa Miracchi, have taken the notion of knowledge to be explanatorily fundamental,
which is called knowledge first approach (Miracchi 2015; Williamson 2000).
However, it is not yet quite clear how belief is explicated using the notion of
knowledge. Lisa Miracchi explores the issue in the following way (Miracchi
2015) (p. 50 and p. 51): "It is plausible that belief should be explained in terms of
knowledge. While it is not clear to me exactly how this might go, let me close with
a proposal. Some have claimed that belief constitutively aims at knowledge—that
belief just is the sort of commitment to p that aims at knowing." ... "If belief just is
the kind of commitment that constitutively aims at knowledge, and knowledge and
mere justified belief constitutively aim at knowing qua exercises of competences
to know, then they constitutively aim at knowing, and thus these exercises are beliefs." As the knowledge first approach is not yet mature enough, this thesis
considers belief to be explanatorily prior to knowledge.
The concept of belief is already widely used in AI, and the role of belief
is central and essential in the domain of ISA. Thus, the question is that are
epistemologists and AI researchers discussing the same concept of belief?
In the context of AI, the belief database of ISA contains some form of description of what the world is like and what kind of world ISA wants to
achieve. Another requirement for beliefs is that they should be connected
in a suitable way to the agent’s (actual or potential) behavior. Hence, in
general, the concept of belief is simpler among AI researchers than among
epistemologists.
Three important questions concerning this thesis are the following: First,
can an intelligent software agent have beliefs in the sense that humans
have? Second, if so what kind of entities are beliefs in the context of ISA?
And third, is there an explication of the term belief that can be considered
to be a proper one to both epistemology (the philosophy of mind) and AI?
The first question is partly related to John R. Searle’s famous Chinese Room
argument; however, the general discussion about strong AI is, as already
mentioned, outside the scope of this thesis. The second question belongs
mainly to the domains of AI and computer science, and this thesis will
provide the reader with a very brief introduction. To the third question,
this thesis introduces a preliminary proposal.
Let us evaluate the first question using Case 1 Teaching the Names of Items
in the scenario of the personal support agent in section 2.1 on page 20. Let
us first assume that instead of MyHelper a child is being taught in this
training session. After the training session, the child has learned the des-
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ignations of the three items on the table. Now, according to Searle (Searle
1980), the child (mind) has a semantic mental content; hence, the child understands and is able to reason. But MyHelper does not have—after the
training session—a semantic mental content; therefore, it does not understand.17 MyHelper only simulates understanding of the meanings of the
symbols; one of the reasons being that there is not the right kind of causal
relationship. This scenario is close to the Robot Reply answer to the Chinese
Room argument, and Searle agrees that cognition is not solely a matter
of formal symbol manipulation because there is a set of causal relations
with the outside world; however, according to Searle the Robot Reply does
not resolve the problem18 (Searle 1984). The capability of learning19 is an
important feature in this scenario. For example, the Cambridge English
Dictionary (Cambridge International Dictionary of English 2020)20 defines the
term learning as follows: The process of getting an understanding21 of something
by studying it or by experience. Learning provides ISA with the capability to
build itself up a model of the outside world. What is the importance of
learning in this case? In this scenario, MyHelper has learned, hence, has
got an understanding of the meanings of the signifiers "hat", "blood pressure monitor", and "heart rate monitor". Hence, we may also ask that does
MyHelper also simulate learning?
Let us assume that we accept the simulation thesis; then the question
is that can we also suppose that MyHelper has simulated beliefs. In other
words, is there an explication of the term belief that could fulfill the concept
of belief in the joint context of both human beings and ISAs? In the case
of ISA, this means there should be such kinds of data structures and algorithms that can be interpreted to simulate beliefs properly and which can
be connected to the expected, actual or potential behavior. Now, the question is that does the simulation of belief provide a reasonable base to use
the term belief in the collaborative environment of human beings and ISAs?
This thesis does not explore this question because the author’s intuition
says that there are semantic contents in both cases; hence, understanding is

17 However, MyHelper is able to reason.
18 The causal relation is not the right kind. The discussion of the kinds of causal relations is
outside the scope of this thesis.
19 For example, Luc Steels and his research group have developed a prototype of a robot that
is able to give a to an external object and teach this signifier and its meaning to another
robot (Steels 2012).
20 To my knowledge in philosophy there is no special meaning of the term learning; hence, a
reference to the dictionary.
21 As a whole concerning this thesis there is circularity in definitions because understanding
can be explicated using the term of knowledge.
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involved. Though, the computer–based realizations of the semantic content
and understanding are quite different from human–based realizations.
The problem of whether ISA can have beliefs and knowledge (duplication or simulation) raised by John R. Searle can be dissolved by changing the viewpoint to the concept of intelligence. Most of the discussions
have the human–centric perspective meaning that human intelligence is the
grounding point, and everything else (intelligence of other animals, artificial intelligence, et cetera) is compared, evaluated, and so on against it. If
we take the intelligence–centric perspective, in which human intelligence
is just one form of realization of intelligence, and there exist many other
forms of realization of intelligence as well, then the problem is dissolved.
One such approach was introduced by Aaron Sloman and his group
at the University of Birmingham. They have developed the concept of
information–processing virtual machine (hereinafter VM) and virtual machine functionalism (hereinafter VMF) (Sloman 2013; Sloman and Chrisley
2003). According to this concept, the human mind is one kind of virtual
machine, which is operated by a human body. And ISA is another kind
of virtual machine, which is operated by a computer. The basic idea of
functionalism is that the essence of a mental state is not to be found in the
biology of the brain but rather in the role that it plays in one’s mind and in
the causal relations that it bears to stimuli (Arkoudas and Bringsjord 2014).
Thus, functionalism claims that mental states are not only physical states
but also functions or operations of those physical states. Hence, a mind
could be implemented in any physical system (natural or artificial), which
is capable of supporting the required computation and the functioning of
the system, including its actions.
Every VM has an architecture that provides tools to operate on information. The architecture comprises forms of representation, algorithms,
concurrently active sub–systems, connections between sub–systems, and
causal interaction between sub–systems, et cetera. The human mind has
one kind of architecture and ISA has another kind of architecture. VMF
allows multiple, concurrently active, interacting mental states, and an individual can have many mental sub–states at any time. Each sub–state is
defined by its causal relationship to other sub–states and its environment.
VM schema and VMF provide us with a good, acceptable foundation to
discuss belief, as well as, justification and knowledge, in the context of the
collaborative environment of human beings and ISAs because both actors
can equally be capable of operating in the domain of belief. Hence, this
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thesis supports the approach of the virtual machine and virtual machine
functionality.
Based on these arguments, this thesis argues that ISA has propositions
that have semantics involved, hence, understanding of the meanings of
symbols. And when ISA stores these propositions in a linguistic form into
its belief database based on considering the propositions to be true, we
can say that ISA is in a state of having propositions stored in a linguistic
form and having an attitude—propositions are true—towards the proposition. In addition, ISA can store, if needed, the degree of belief in the form
of probability of the proposition being true. Hence, based on the above
reasoning, this thesis has established a firm foundation for ISA capable of
having beliefs.
Let us consider the viewpoint of believing—what is it? Representationalism and functionalism seem to be most appropriate in the context of
ISA; though, in general, the requirements set by representationalism are
less than the ones set by functionalism in the implementation and operation phases of ISA. In the context of ISA, propositions are presented using
some form of (artificial, linguistic method) a language22 , and the states of
belief are presented using appropriate data structures23 . Dispositionalism
and interpretationalism face problems because both of them create difficulties to build up a mechanism to observe potential—in some cases also
actual—behavior to determine whether ISA has a belief in question or not.
Instrumentalism could also be a suitable approach; however, it does not
offer exact enough criteria to define when ISA has a belief. Concerning explicit/implicit beliefs, ISA is capable of having both kinds. Belief is explicit
when there is in the belief database of ISA a proposition expressing the
content and the truth value expressing the correspondence of the proposition to the external world. Belief is implicit if there is no proposition and
associated data structures in the belief database of ISA, but they could be
formed using inferring mechanisms from other explicit beliefs in an acceptable time frame. However, implicit beliefs create several severe problems,
such as omniscience and the frame–problem; therefore, it can be supposed
that ISA does not deal with implicit beliefs. ISA can manage the degrees of
belief, for example, using probability calculus. The source of belief can be,
for example, memory, perception, reasoning, introspection, and testimony.

22 Currently most used ones are based on W3C specifications, such as XML, RDF, OWL, et
cetera.
23 The data structure must contain a parameter to state the truth value of the proposition.
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Based on the above discussion, the following explication of belief would
be appropriate in the joint context of human beings and ISAs (Laamanen
2020):
Belief is a propositional attitude,
1. which is the state of having an opinion about something to be
the case;
2. which is created by its actual and potential causal relations
to sensory stimulations, behavior, and/or other propositional
attitudes; and
3. the representation of which—structured if necessary—is stored
in a linguistic form.
One possible implementation of this explication of belief is introduced
in (Laamanen 2020).

2.3 Truth
Truth has been a much–discussed, central topic in philosophy for thousands of years. Nevertheless, there is no generally accepted understanding
of what truths are and what makes them true. Despite this fact, truth plays
an important role in the explications of knowledge and justification. Also,
truth also has a role in AI, in which (excluding logic) its role is mostly in the
background. For example, in a FIPA24 model of communication between
ISAs (FIPA Members 2002)—based on the speech act theory (Searle 1969)—
it is required that ISA is allowed to assert only true propositions. But there
is no requirement to prove the truthfulness of propositions; hence, the truth
of propositions is implicitly assumed in the background. In the context—
AEA-AI and justification—of this thesis it is also assumed that the role of
truth is in the background. Therefore, only some main issues concerning
this thesis are discussed below.
There are several different definitions of truth, which is partly caused by
a variety of contexts where truth is defined. The first definition of truth
is maybe Aristotle’s (Hestir 2013 p. 193) "For to state of that which is the
case that it is not the case or of that which is not the case that it is the case
is false, and to state of that which is the case that it is the case and of that
which is not the case that it is not the case is true." Since Aristotle’s time,
24 Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents
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several truth theories have been developed, such as the coherence theory
(Francis Bradley) (Young 2016), the pragmatic theory (Charles Peirce, John
Dewey, Michael Dummett, William James) (Glanzberg 2018), the correspondence theory (Bertrand Russell, Ludwig Wittgenstein, John Austin) (Marian 2016a,b; Bertrand Russell 1912), the semantic theories (Alfred Tarski,
Donald Davidson) (Glanzberg 2018), the redundancy theories (Frank Ramsey, John Mackie, Nuel Belnap, Peter Strawson) (Stoljar and Damnjanovic
2014). Because of the many theories of truth, there are opinions that not all
declarative sentences in all domains are true in exactly the same way. This
is called pluralism about truth, which is the view that there are several truth
properties. There are two versions of pluralism. According to moderate
pluralism (Petersen et al. 2018), "there is more than one truth property, some of
which are had by all true sentences", and according to strong pluralism, "there
is more than one truth property, none of which are had by all true sentences".
The difficulty of the concept of truth is clearly pointed out by the fact that
there is no unambiguous definition of truth despite 2000 years of studies.
Jonathan Ichikawa et. al. (Ichikawa and Steup 2018 p. 3) express the key
issue concerning AEA-AI "Something’s truth does not require that anyone can
know or prove that it is true. Not all truths are established truths. ... Truth is
a metaphysical, as opposed to epistemological, notion: truth is a matter of how
things are, not how they can be shown to be. So when we say that only true things
can be known, we’re not (yet) saying anything about how anyone can access the
truth."
In AI—and also in computer science—it is generally assumed that communicating peers are allowed to send only information that a sender considers to be true. However, there are minimal discussions about how a
communicating ISA is able to verify the truth of its beliefs about the external world. The question concerning process reliabilism is the adequacy of
a reliable perception process to prove the truth of a belief. The reliability
of the belief–forming processes of AEA-AI cannot guarantee truth in every
possible case25 ; hence, in general, one must accept fallible belief–forming
processes in order to enable AEA-AI to provide any services. This raises the
question of is something else required in addition to reliable belief–forming
processes, and if so, what is this something else? As the topic of this thesis is not truth but justification; hence, a further and deeper discussion of
truth is not carried out. Truth is discussed in more detail and more deeply

25 This claim is based on dependability analyses of computer systems. For example, there is
always a possibility of a hardware failure, which could cause an untrue belief.
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in (Glanzberg 2018; Marian 2016a,b; Mulligan and Correia 2017; Petersen
et al. 2018; Bertrand Russell 1912; Young 2016).

2.4 Artificial Intelligence
Artificial intelligence comprises several research topics such as perception
(e.g., image recognition), knowledge representation, machine learning (e.g.
deep learning), reasoning (e.g., procedural reasoning system), processing
natural languages (e.g., understanding human speech), and robotics. General (human level) intelligence used to be one of the long–term goals; however, contemporary research is more concentrated on solving particular,
separate problems, such as dealing with robotics, autonomous vehicles,
and medical diagnoses. Next, some important topics of AI–related to this
thesis are discussed very briefly.
gofai
Good Old Fashioned Artificial Intelligence is the label that denotes classical, symbolic AI. The basic idea is to operate on programmed instructions
and formal symbolic representations. Symbols and programs composed of
them are regarded as purely formal semantic structures, and computations
involve the construction and transformation of symbolic data structures.
For example, a proposition and a program evaluating the epistemic quality
of propositional information can be implemented using GOFAI. Most of
the intelligence in GOFAI lies in the choices of actions and heuristics specified by the programmer. GOFAI programs often simulate the conscious
deliberation of high–level human thought because in GOFAI, propositions
are presented with specific semantic content. One benefit of GOFAI is the
ability to represent propositional contents. The key strengths of GOFAI are
modeling multilevel hierarchy, sequential order, and inferential relations
between specific propositional contents.
connectionism
Connectionism—neural network, deep learning—is the current, dominant domain of AI. The main idea of connectionism is that cognition results
from an interaction of a large number of simple processing units, which is
modeled after the connected neurons in the human brain. A representation
is a pattern of activation over a set of processing units in a model. Process-
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ing is carried out through the propagation of activations among the processing units and via the interconnections among them, and the propagation
of activations is mediated by the numerical connection weights between
pairs of processing units. Learning takes place through the change of the
connection weights. According to connectionism, cognition should be approached more in terms of mechanisms of constraint satisfaction, pattern
recognition, and weight adaptation, rather than explicit symbol manipulation. Connectionism comprises two main types of representations: localist
representations and distributed representations. In localist representation,
each node represents a single concept, and in distributed representation,
each concept is represented by an activation pattern over a set of nodes.
Memory is often a constructive process involving the interactions of simple processing units. Because the representation of information is not in
a linguistic form, connectionism causes problems in evaluating and representing the epistemological value of information. In localist representation,
the problems are not so severe as in distributed representation because
each unit is interpretable and has a clear conceptual meaning. Each unit
also captures the property of explicit information being more accessible
and more manipulable.
Connectionist models face difficulties when higher-level cognition, such
as reasoning and problem solving, is required as well as in the case of the
binding problem (the combination of multiple arbitrary in processing and
representation).
hybrid models
Because of the problems of pure symbolic and pure connectionism models, hybrid models have been proposed to resolve the problems. Symbolic
models work better in the domains of search and knowledge representation.
Search comprises domains such as a systematic exploration of a space of
problem states and a means of conceptualizing and conducting problem–
solving. Knowledge representations comprise domains such as logic–based
representations, structured representations (i.e., semantic networks), and
production rules. Connectionist models work better in the domains of implicit information, learning, parallelism, and reasoning by constraint satisfaction and pattern recognition. Hybrid models tend to combine the best
features of both approaches. The result could be more expressive, more
powerful, often more efficient, and more useful in both cognitive modeling
AI and practical applications, as cognitive processes are not homogeneous.
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Cognitive processes consist of a wide variety of information representations and processes that play different roles and serve different purposes.
Hybrid models can lead to complicated architectures and systems because they may comprise various types of processes and representations,
and multiple heterogeneous mechanisms interact in a complex way. Therefore, the following issues are raised. First, how to decide which representation (symbolic, localist, or distributed) is the most proper for each part of
the system. Second, how do learning and representation interact? Third,
how do we structure different parts of a hybrid system to achieve optimal
results? Fourth, how can complex symbolic structures (rules, frames, and
semantic networks) be learned?

3
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It is not quite clear whether the approach of this thesis by having joint epistemological theories for both HEA and AEA-AI is just extending epistemology for human subjects to epistemology for artificial subjects, or whether
it is a form of applied epistemology in which epistemological theories are
applied to artificial subjects. This thesis has the view that at the theoretical level, the approach is to extend epistemology for human subjects to
epistemology for artificial subjects, but at the practical level (that is, the
implementation and operation of AEA-AI), the approach is a form of applied epistemology. And concerning the topic of this thesis, the interaction
between the theoretical level and the practical level is more significant in
the context of AEA-AI than in the context of HEA because AEA-AI is not
an already existing entity like HEA, but in order to exist, it must be implemented by AI developers. And an implementation of AEA-AI may set
specific requirements to an epistemological theory to be implemented. As
the emphasis of this thesis is on AEA-AI, the issues are discussed more
from the viewpoint of applied epistemology.
There is no overall accepted, general understanding of the term applied
epistemology that would define discussions on epistemological issues to any
specific application area of epistemology. Applied epistemology has sometimes been associated with disciplines such as critical thinking and information science, but most often, its usage can be compared with applied ethics,
in which ethical theory has been applied to important contemporary issues
(Coady and Chase 2019). None of the existing concepts of applied episte-
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mology applies to the context of this thesis; hence, a new one needs to be
explicated.

3.1 A Form of Applied Epistemology
In this thesis, the idea is that the term applied epistemology is used in a
similar way as the term applied is used in science. There are two fields:
(pure) science and applied science. Science is a systematic approach to
build and organize knowledge about the universe in the form of testable
explanations and predictions. Applied science is the application of existing
scientific knowledge to practical solutions. Likewise, epistemology is a systematic approach to understanding justification and knowledge in testable
explanations, and applied epistemology can be considered the application
of epistemological concepts and theories to practical issues concerning AIbased applications. Thus, in this thesis, applied epistemology is an extension to traditional epistemology that concerns artificial epistemic agents,
especially the issues of whether AEA-AI can know or have justification for
its beliefs, and if so, how to implement these capabilities.
When specified in the above way, applied epistemology establishes a new
viewpoint to epistemology. So far, epistemology has mainly been dealing
with the study of human knowledge and justification, as the objects of the
study are already existing entities; that is, human beings and their knowledge and justification for knowledge. In applied epistemology, the objects
in question, which are AEA-AI and its beliefs, justified beliefs, and knowledge in a digital environment, do not necessarily exist yet26 but must be
developed by human beings. This raises new viewpoints to the evaluation
of epistemological theories and concepts. Two main new viewpoints are as
follows: First, the implementability of epistemological concepts and theories in the form of AI applications shall be taken into account when evaluating the qualification of a theory. For example, John L. Pollock addresses the
implementation issue in his book Cognitive Carpentry - A Blueprint for How to
Build a Person (Pollock 1995). Second, due to the specific environment—the
digital world—of AEA-AI, some factors in the evaluation of an epistemic
theory, which are important in epistemology, may not be relevant at all in
applied epistemology. For example, this may be the case of an objection
to a theory presented in epistemology, and the objection is based on such
a far–reaching scenario that is not relevant in applied epistemology. For
26 Though, there already are entities that can be called AEA-AI.
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example, AEA-AI will never operate in such an environment required by
the objection to indicate the theory to be false. We can illustrate the situation using an example in the context of science and applied science: In
science, a physicist can explore what is the maximum speed in the Universe
and what is the required environment to reach the maximum speed, but in
applied science, an airplane design engineer does not consider the safety
requirements set by the maximum speed to the structure of an airplane
to be built. The case of the maximum speed is not relevant because the
airplane will never be in the environment of flying at the maximum speed.

3.2 The Aim of Applied Epistemology
The aim of applied epistemology is to address the problems of epistemology dealing with justification and knowledge in the environment (world)
in which human and artificial epistemic agents operate together to provide
their customers with various information services. The primary goal is to
establish a domain in which human beings and AEA-AIs have the same understanding of the concepts of belief, justification, and knowledge. In other
words, they mean the same—as much as possible—when, for example, stating that "I know that ..." or "I believe that ...". The motivation for this kind
of primary goal, which requires AEA-AI to have epistemic beliefs, is due
to, on the one hand, the predicted future developments of AI as discussed,
for example, in the technical report One Hundred Years Study on Artificial
Intelligence (AI100) (AI100 Standing Committee and Study Panel 2016) and
in the book Superintelligence: Paths, Dangers, Strategies (Bostrom 2014) and
on the other hand, the philosophical view of virtual machine functionalism
introduced by Aaron Sloman in his article (Sloman and Chrisley 2003). If
these discussions are right then in the future, AEA-AI will have epistemic
beliefs.
Concerning justification, there are two different questions: First, when
is a belief justified? This is the question to which epistemologists usually
want an answer when exploring the nature of justification. Second, when
does a human being count a belief justified? In applied epistemology, the
latter question is more important because human beings design and implement the methods that AEA-AI uses to evaluate the justification of a belief;
hence, human beings’ understanding of when a belief is counted as justified is the method of AEA-AI to judge beliefs to be justified. Therefore, the
answer to the latter question better helps to achieve the above–mentioned
primary goal. Therefore, this thesis concentrates on this question.
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Despite the long history of discussions, epistemologists have not achieved
an unambiguous understanding of justification and knowledge; hence, it
is not possible in applied epistemology, and the most feasible theories and
concepts should be selected.
In the context of AEA-AI, it is essential to be aware of the epistemic quality of information because the epistemic quality of information affects the
dependability of intelligent distributed systems; thus, the trustworthiness
of the services offered by intelligent distributed systems (Laamanen 2020).

3.3 The Domain of Applied Epistemology
In the context of AEA-AI, there are three main cases, where belief, justified belief (justification), and knowledge (hereinafter BJK) play an important role: perception (e.g., to obtain information about the external world),
reasoning (e.g., to decide next actions to be carried out), and action (e.g.,
information distribution by asserting justified beliefs and knowledge).27 In
the case of perception, it is essential for AEA-AI to be capable of evaluating the epistemic quality of perceived information: Is it worth believing?
What is the justification, if there is any, for a belief? And can the belief be
considered to be knowledge? The reasoning is associated with the inference systems of AEA-AI: what is the situation of the environment in which
AEA-AI operates, what kind of the environment AEA-AI wants to achieve,
and which actions to select to be carried out next to achieve a goal? In
reasoning, BJK are closely connected to various logics, such as modal logics (e.g., the logic of belief, knowledge, time, and action).28 Assertion is
associated with the communication system of AEA-AI, where BJK has an
important role in both AEA-AI’s assertions to its cooperation partners and
AEA-AI’s perceptions of its cooperation partners’ assertions.
In order to understand the meaning of belief, justification, and knowledge in the context of AEA-AI, we need to comprehend the characteristics
of acts in which those are ascribed. For example, in the case of assertion,
we can compare an AEA-AI performing an illocutionary act with a human
being performing an illocutionary act. AEA-AI’s assertions can be modeled using a theory of human–to–human communication called speech act
theory developed by J.L. Austin and John R. Searle (Searle 1969). Standard
27 Action is usually a much broader concept, for example in robotics, but as this thesis
concentrates on justification, other forms of actions than information exchange are not
discussed.
28 The logical issues are outside the scope of this thesis.
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speech acts in which knowledge typically plays a role are those that ascribe
knowledge in the form of a propositional content by using a specific kind
of sentence, a knowledge ascription. Searle defines the assert type of the
illocutionary act as follows (Searle 1969):
1. Propositional content: Any proposition p
2. Preparatory: 1. S has evidence (reasons, et cetera) for the truth of p and 2.
It is not obvious to both S and H that H knows p.
3. Sincerity: S believes p.
4. Essential: Counts as an undertaking to the effect that p represents an actual
state of affairs.
The speech act theory can also be extended to manage not only the knowledge ascription but also the justified belief ascription (Laamanen 2020). The
illocutionary act of asserting justified belief or knowledge serves to mark
out contents that can be used as premises for reasoning or as support for
further acts based on the assertion. In the context of AEA-AI, these communicative acts can be considered to be methods of dependable communication.
It has not yet been explored whether applied epistemology poses any
significant new aspects to the traditional problems of epistemology concerning the value of knowledge and skepticism. As this thesis is about a
process reliabilist view of justification, these problems are not explored in
this thesis.

3.4 Requirements for Applied Epistemology Set by Artificial Intelligence
As mentioned above applied epistemology establishes a new viewpoint to
epistemology. When we evaluate the qualification of an epistemological
theory in the context of applied epistemology, we need to understand the
environment—its specific features—of an AI–application domain. But, in
the context of this thesis, it is not sensible, or even possible, to discuss any
particular domain of AI applications. Therefore, this thesis addresses the
requirements at a relatively high abstraction level of AEA-AI.
There are two separate phases that set requirements for the epistemological theory under evaluation: First, the development phase of AEA-AI,
and second, the run–time phase of AEA-AI. The development phase comprises issues, such as how to design and implement ISA that can be with
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good reasons argued to be AEA-AI. The issues comprise, for instance, the
following questions: First, what kind of features are necessary for ISA to
be AEA-AI? And second, how to implement the necessary features so that
ISA is able to have and to process beliefs, the justification for beliefs, and
knowledge, which fulfill the requirements of the epistemological theories
in question? The run-time phase comprises issues, such as what are the
run-time requirements of AEA-AI. That is what is required for AEA-AI to
operate according to its aim (specifications)? For example, how is AEA-AI
capable of evaluating the epistemic quality of information and reasoning
using beliefs in its possession as arguments? At a high level, this viewpoint implies the following questions: First, is it feasible to implement the
epistemic theories and associated concepts in question? And second, is it
feasible to establish a required operational environment? This question is
about the feasibility of an implemented AEA-AI in real–life environments.
The first question can be divided into more specific ones, such as the
following questions:29
1. Is the implementation of a theory possible, taking into account the
current or expected state of AI?
2. Is a theory specified precisely enough so that it can be implemented
ubiquitously having the same explication? That is to say, all things
considered, the theory is understood in the same way so that possible
implementations result in the same conclusion of the epistemic quality of the information in question. The fewer interpretations of the
theory there are, the better the theory is in applied epistemology.
3. What are the cognitive requirements of AEA-AI to obey a selected
epistemological theory? The fewer cognitive requirements there are,
the less complicated the implementation of AEA-AI is.
4. What kind of a development environment regarding hardware, operating system, development tools, languages, available solutions, and
learning data is needed? More specifically, the question deals with
programming languages, data presentation languages, ontology30 languages, data structures, modal logics, ontologies, et cetera.

29 This is just an example of the questions, and the exhaustive list of questions is outside of
the topic of this thesis.
30 In the context computer science the explication of term ontology differs from the explication used in philosophy. One explication used in computer science is the following:
Ontology is an explicit and formal specification of a conceptualization.
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The second question can also be divided into more specific ones, such as
the following questions:
1. Can AEA-AI satisfy its performance requirements when epistemically
processing information? Factors like the complexity of algorithms,
omniscience, and implicit beliefs may affect the performance of AEAAI.
2. Does an epistemic theory work properly in contexts where the result
of an evaluation of information (justification and/or knowledge) may
depend on the environments where information is obtained and/or
used as a factor in decision–making processes or information exchange?31
Epistemic contextualism or pragmatic encroachment may have significant effects on the performance, actions, and infrastructure of AEAAI.
The basic, high–level requirements for a theory in the context of applied
epistemology can be derived from the above questions. In the context of
this thesis, important requirements are the following:
1. The theory shall be implementable using the contemporary or in the
near future state of AI.
2. The theory shall be defined precisely enough to avoid contradictory
results when AEA-AI—based on different implementations—evaluates
the epistemic quality of information.
3. The theory shall not set to AEA-AI such cognitive requirements that
result in a situation that either inhibits any implementation of the
theory or disables AEA-AI to meet its performance requirements.
4. The theory should be implementable for environments where contextual or pragmatic factors play a role.
In Epistemological Approach to Dependability of Intelligent Distributed
System (Laamanen 2020) it is argued that based on these requirements,
a form of reliabilism—pragmatic process reliabilism—is the aptest theory
for the collaborative environment of human beings and artificial epistemic
agents. Therefore, this thesis concentrates on reliabilism.

31 I am of the opinion that pragmatic encroachment is important because AEA-AI should
also to be aware of the consequences of its actions. This will be the case especially in the
future where there will AEA-AIs that learn new skills.
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In applied epistemology one of the most important issues concerning the
evaluation of the epistemic quality of information is the following one:
What are the factors based on which the evaluation could be carried out,
and how to obtain those factors? Epistemologists have discussed several
factors, such as reliability32 (truth–conduciveness), evidence, cause, virtue,
and coherence. Now, the questions are how these factors could be implemented using AI, and which one would be the most proper one? These
questions have not yet been discussed much in literature, except in (Laamanen 2020) from the viewpoint of computer science. The conclusions
presented in (Laamanen 2020) indicate that the most relevant factor in the
context of AEA-AI is reliability. The main reason for this conclusion was
that dependability—reliability in epistemology—has been a very important
topic since early computers. The technology and solutions of dependability
are mature; hence, in many cases, it is possible to obtain necessary data for
the evaluation of reliability for the determination of the epistemic quality
of belief. Besides, both a theory of justification and a theory of knowledge
can be based on based around the concept of reliability.
Reliabilism is an approach in epistemology according to which the truth–
conduciveness of belief–forming processes or methods is an important factor of justification. The term reliabilism is often used to refer to process
reliabilism about justification, but there are articles in which the term has a
broader meaning comprising any theory of justification emphasizing truth–
conducive or truth–indicating features.
Before exploring reliabilist theories of justification in applied epistemology, the structure of justification and the issue of internalism–externalism
are briefly discussed because of their role in the feasibility of implementing
a justification theory. This is because both the structure of justification and
the issue of internalism–externalism affect the required data structures of
AEA-AI, the algorithms that are needed to implement an adopted justification theory, and the actual performance of AEA-AI fulfilling the requirements set by the adopted theory.
32 There is a danger to confuse terms and their explication because both epistemology and
computer science can use a same term but having different explication. Reliability is one
such term. Therefore, this thesis uses the term dependability in computer science as referring to same explication as reliability in epistemology, even though in computer science
dependability refers to the high–level concept covering all the features of a trustworthy
computer system (Avizienis et al. 2004).
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4.1 Structure of Justification
The structure of justification specifies what justification is ultimately based
on. It is a factor that needs to be also explored in applied epistemology
because it significantly affects internal structures and processes of AEAAI. Hence, the structure of the justification of process reliabilism plays an
important role in the feasibility of process reliabilism in applied epistemology. There are two main theories of the structure of justification, namely
foundationalism and coherentism.
The basic idea of coherentism is that justified beliefs form a web–like
structure, where the justification of belief comes from other beliefs in the
world where the belief resides (Steup 2020). Hence, coherentists deny that
there are basic justified beliefs. A version of coherentism (Doxastic Coherentism) defines that "every justified belief receives its justification from other
beliefs in its epistemic neighborhood" (Steup 2020). Coherentism is not as feasible as foundationalism in the context of AEA-AI (Laamanen 2020) because
it faces several difficult problems, such as the following ones: First, what
does coherence between beliefs actually mean in the context of AEA-AI?
Is it logical coherence, semantic coherence, or the lack of contradiction between beliefs? Second, it is possible to build up a fully coherent system of
the beliefs of AEA-AI in which not a single belief is true in the world of
AEA-AI. This is not an acceptable situation because, in that case, AEA-AI
is not a reliable service provider.
The basic idea of foundationalism is the following: Justified beliefs form
a hierarchical structure where basic beliefs are the foundation on which
other—nonbasic—beliefs can be justified. Every justified belief either must
be a basic belief or must depend on its justification on basic beliefs. A
version of foundationalism (Doxastic Basicality) defines (Steup 2020): "A
person’s justified belief that p is basic if and only if the person’s belief that p is
justified without owing its justification to any of person’s other belief". One of
the main objections to foundationalism, argued by anti–foundationalists,
is that beliefs are justified as a whole structure of beliefs rather than in a
linear, one-directional way. The reason is that justification is not always
linear or one–directional but flows between beliefs (Fumerton and Hasan
2018).
Foundationalists argue that there must be a kind of justification that does
not rely on other justified beliefs. This raises the questions of what is an
acceptable justification and where the justification comes from. One proposal for the former question is that justification can be achieved using
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non–inferential justified beliefs formed, for example, based on reliable perceptions. Experiential Foundationalism provides an answer to the latter
question (Steup 2020). It combines two important ideas: First, a basic justified belief does not own its justification to any other belief. And second,
in fact, experiences justify basic beliefs. Under normal circumstances, any
further beliefs about one’s own perceptual experiences do not provide a
base for perceptual beliefs. Therefore, ordinary perceptual beliefs—touch,
sight, hearing, smell, and taste—are justified by the perceptual experiences
that caused them.
Foundationalism raises three important questions in applied epistemology. First, what kind of methods are possible for AEA-AI to form basic
beliefs? In other words, what is the direct justification for AEA-AI’s beliefs? Second, how can basic beliefs justify other (non–basic) beliefs? In
other words, what kind of methods can be used to achieve the indirect
justification of AEA-AI’s beliefs? And third, how can AEA-AI manage a
situation in which there appears in runtime a defeater for a basic belief?
Concerning the first question, there are two primary possibilities: First,
human beings designing and implementing AEA-AI provide it with default, justified basic beliefs, and second, AEA-AI itself forms basic beliefs
from perceptions. The first possibility requires that human beings in question have justification for those default justified beliefs. The second possibility raises the question of what are the requirements for perceptions
to be sources of justified basic beliefs. For example, we do not certainly
consider perceptions from a faulty process to be a source of justified basic beliefs. Process reliabilism provides one answer to this question. Belief–independent processes could produce basic beliefs that are justified by
virtue of being the product of reliable processes (Goldman 1979).
Concerning the second question, one obvious answer could be an inference system of AEA-AI. We can suppose that truth–preserving deductive
processes (e.g. based on modal logics) are able to transfer justification from
basic beliefs to non–basic beliefs. Another possibility could be probabilistic
inference systems, such as the ones described by the Bayesian probability
theory.
Concerning the third question, there are two separate cases based on
whether a basic belief is originated from human beings designing and implementing AEA-AI or perception of AEA-AI. The latter one is easier for
AEA-AI to manage because AEA-AI usually has the required control over
all perceptual beliefs. The former creates an authority problem related to
who is actually allowed to remove such a belief from basic beliefs. There
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is no simple answer to resolve this problem. There are also difficulties for
AEA-AI to trace and to change the justification status of those non–basic
beliefs that have based their justification on a belief having a defeater.
Process reliabilism is classified to be a kind of foundationalism because
of its recursive structure (Goldman 1979). The recursive structure of process reliabilism is discussed in section 4.3.2 Process Reliabilism for Justification. Because foundationalism is more feasible than coherentism in the
context of AEA-AI and by being a kind of foundationalism is one reason
why process reliabilism can be considered a feasible justification theory for
the context of AEA-AI.

4.2 Internalism–Externalism
As mentioned above, the issue of internalism–externalism plays a role in applied epistemology because it also affects both an implementation of AEAAI—e.g., what kind of cognitive skills are demanded—and an evaluation
of the justification status of belief carried out by AEA-AI.
The issue of whether internalism or externalism is the right understanding of justification has raised many debates among contemporary epistemologists. Both internalism and externalism have several slightly different
explications. For example, Laurence BonJour explicates internalism in the
following way (BonJour 2009a) (p. 234): "An epistemological theory counts
as internalist if and only if it requires that all of the elements needed for a belief
to satisfy this condition must be cognitively accessible to the person in question."
This implies that internalism requires some kind of knowability of justifiers. Alvin Goldman expresses this knowability constraint on justifiers as
follows (Goldman 2008a p. 274): "The only facts that qualify as justifiers of
an agent’s believing at time t are facts that the agent can readily know, at t, to
obtain or not to obtain." Hence, the facts that confer justification must be
the kind of facts of which presence or absence is accessible to an epistemic
agent. This kind of internalism is called access internalism. Access internalists argue that only internal facts qualify as justifiers because they are the
only ones that satisfy the knowability constraint on justifiers. There exist
also another kind of internalism, which is called mental state internalism,
and it concerns what the basis for a justified belief really is. According to
this kind of internalism, some mental state of an epistemic agent holding a
belief ultimately justifies the belief in question (Pappas 2017).
There is also another categorization of internalism: strong internalism
and weak internalism. Alvin Goldman defines strong internalism as fol-
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lows (Goldman 2008a p. 278): "Only facts concerning what conscious states an
agent is in at time t are justifiers of the agent’s belief at t." And he defines weak
internalism as follows (Goldman 2008a p. 279): "Only facts concerning what
conscious and/or stored mental states an agent is in at time t are justifiers of the
agent’s beliefs at t."
Alvin Goldman describes weaknesses of internalism as follows (Goldman 2008a p. 279): First, "The only facts that qualify as justifiers of a person’s
believing p at time t are facts that the person can readily know by introspection,
at t, to obtain or not to obtain." And second (Goldman 2008a p. 278): "only
facts concerning what conscious states the person is in at time t are justifiers of the
person’s belief at t." Then he argues that stored beliefs create problems. Normally, the majority of the person’s beliefs are stored in memory rather than
occurrent or active. Furthermore, usually in the person’s consciousness at
the time t there is nothing that justifies those stored beliefs. Thus, according
to strong internalism, none of these beliefs are justified at the time t. This is
a major argument against strong internalism. Weak internalism also faces
problems. For example, there is the problem of forgotten evidence. Many
justified beliefs are such that when forming justified beliefs, an epistemic
agent has adequate evidence for her/his belief, but when using the justified belief later on, she/he has forgotten adequate evidence. So adequate
evidence is no longer retrievable from memory, and as related past events
are "external", they are irrelevant according to internalism.
The above arguments indicate that the knowability constraint on justifiers is one source of the problems concerning internalism. Alvin Goldman
argues (Goldman 2008a p. 292): "Strong internalism, which restricts justifiers
to conscious states, is stuck with the problem of stored beliefs. Weak internalism,
which allows stored belief as well as conscious beliefs to count as justifiers, faces
the problem of forgotten evidence and the problem of concurrent retrieval." But on
the other hand, Laurence BonJour (BonJour 2009a) claims that these problems are not fatal or even severe problems for an internalist account of
justification.
In the context of AEA-AI, it could theoretically be possible to store and
retrieve at the time t all the justifiers of every belief p of every ’conscious’
state of AEA-AI; hence, to avoid the above–mentioned problem of stored
beliefs p. However, in practice, this might require—depending on the type
of AEA-AI—huge real–time databases of beliefs and associated metadata.
This, in turn, might cause severe performance and storage problems in
the operation of AEA-AI because every possible justifier shall be verified.
And the verification operation as a much time–consuming operation may
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lead to a situation in which epistemic responsibilities of AEA-AI cannot be
fulfilled in a required time frame.
Externalism is usually explicated with the help of the explication of internalism. For example, Laurence BonJour’s (BonJour 2009a p. 234) explicates
externalism is as follows: "A theory of justification is externalist, if it allows
that at least some of the elements of justification need not be cognitively accessible,
allowing them to be external to the believer’s cognitive perspective." This explication of externalism does not require that an epistemic agent whose belief
is justified has any sort of cognitive access to factors that provides justification. For example, according to reliabilism for justification, if a belief of
an epistemic agent is formed using a truth–conducive process that makes
it objectively likely that belief is true then the epistemic agent is epistemically justified in accepting belief even if the epistemic agent has no reason
to consider that belief is true or likely to be true (BonJour 2009a).
Critics of externalism judge it to be unsuitable for realizing the true and
original goals of epistemology. For example, Laurence BonJour argues in
(BonJour 2008 p. 70): "In the end it may be possible to make intuitive sense
of externalism only by construing the externalist as simply abandoning the traditional idea of epistemic justification or rationality and along with it anything
resembling the traditional conception of knowledge". However, in the context
of AEA-AI, this critique does not quite hit the target because the idea of
AEA-AI having justification for its belief itself is also outside the traditional
idea of epistemic justification.
In the context of AEA-AI, externalism has a significant benefit compared
to internalism: The requirements of the cognitive skills of AEA-AI are
much lower because externalism does not have the knowability constraint
on justifiers; hence, AEA-AI can be justified in believing a belief without
having any actual access to some of the elements of justification. This
means that an AEA-AI implementation can be far less complicated than
one of AEA-AI implementing internalism.33
Process reliabilism is seen as an externalist theory because as Alvin Goldman it expresses (Goldman and Beddor 2016): "...being reliably caused is a
matter of truth–conduciveness, and truth–conduciveness is not introspectively accessible." Being an externalist theory is one reason why process reliabilism
is considered a feasible justification theory for the context of AEA-AI.

33 The more simple the solution is, the more beautiful it is.
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4.3 Reliabilist Theory for Justification
This section at first discusses briefly an important issue concerning reliabilist theories, namely the domain in which a process is assessed for reliability, and then focuses on process reliabilism.
4.3.1 Introduction
The essential idea of reliable indicator theories is that the belief that p is
justified on the basis of a reason or ground r just in case r is a reliable
indication that p to be true (Goldman and Beddor 2016). The ground or
reason r can be interpreted to be a thing that makes the truth that p highly
probable.
There are slightly different kinds of reliabilist theories for justification,
such as normality reliabilism, virtue reliabilism, proto–evidentialist reliabilism, and process reliabilism. Also, there are approaches to utilize reliabilism in group epistemology and social epistemology. This thesis concentrates on process reliabilism.
As already mentioned above, process reliabilism explains justification in
terms of the truth–conduciveness of an agent’s belief–forming processes
or methods. Truth–conduciveness means the truth–ratio of the beliefs produced by the belief–forming processes, and reliability is measured as the
probability of the belief–forming processes to form true beliefs.
The domain in which the reliability of a process is evaluated is an important issue in reliabilist theories (Goldman and Beddor 2016). Normality
reliabilism introduces the concept of normal conditions suggesting that reliability should be evaluated or assessed only in terms of the capability of a
belief–forming process to work in normal conditions or environment. This
raises the question of what we actually mean when referring to the concept
of normal conditions. Jarrett Leplin proposes the following (Leplin 2009 p.
37): "Conditions normal for a method are conditions typical or characteristic of
occasions and environments in which the method is usable or applicable, whether
or not it is in fact then or there used or applied." There are also other formulations. One problem with these formulations is that they are, after all,
vague, which may result in a contradictory assessment of the reliability of
the belief–forming process. Let us have an example in the domain of applied epistemology. Suppose a belief–forming process BFP that is designed
to run on an operating system OS. BFP demands quite a lot of the main
memory of a computer to form a true belief in a required response time.
OS can also be run on computers having a small main memory; however,
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in such computers, BFP cannot produce true beliefs. Hence, the reliability of BFP to form true beliefs is low when running on computers having
the small main memory, but it is high when running on computers having the large main memory. This, in turn, results in the contra–dictionary
assessment of the reliability of BFP to form true beliefs. When running
on computers having the small main memory, BFP is not reliable but when
running on computers having the large main memory BFP is reliable. Now,
the question is what the normal condition is? There is no definite answer
because the concept of a normal condition is vague. On the one hand, one
can claim that it comprises all the systems capable of running OS, and on
the other hand, one can claim that it comprises only systems running OS
and having the large main memory. Or the normal condition is something
between these two ones.
The issue of the concept of normal conditions is meaningful in applied
epistemology because often in epistemology, an objection to a theory is
motivated using far–reaching conditions, such as in the case of brain–in–a–
vat and clairvoyant. However, far–reaching conditions may not be relevant
in the context of AEA-AI because the conditions for the normal operating
environment of AEA-AI are usually specified to exclude far–reaching conditions. Hence, even though it is possible using far–reaching conditions to
point out a flaw in a theory, the flaw may not be relevant in the normal
conditions of AEA-AI. This also raises the questions of who is the authoritative attributor to decide what are the normal conditions or environments
and on what basis the conditions are taken to be normal. In the context of
AEA-AI, the authoritative attributor could be either the developer or owner
of AEA-AI, or both of them.
4.3.2 Process Reliabilism for Justification
The history of reliabilism dates back to 1931 when F.P. Ramsey published a
brief discussion about knowledge (Ramsey 1931) introducing the first formulation of a reliability account of knowing. Peter Unger and David Amstrong have also introduced reliability–type theories (Goldman and Beddor 2016). Alvin Goldman has been the most influential proponent of
process reliabilism. During the last 40 years, he has published numerous
articles—for example, (Goldman 1979, Goldman and O’Connor 2019, Goldman 2008a, Goldman and Olsson 2009a, Goldman 2012b, and Goldman and
Beddor 2016)—discussing and promoting process reliabilism from different
viewpoints. His article What is justified belief? (Goldman 1979) (reprinted
(Goldman 2008b and (Goldman 2012c) is the first publication to introduce
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the formulation of process reliabilism for justification. The aim was an explanatory theory that forms a general method to understand why some
beliefs are counted as justified and others as not justified.
In this paper, Alvin Goldman considers requirements for the theories of
justification, and he concludes that to avoid overt circularity process, reliabilism should specify non–epistemic conditions for the evaluation of justification for belief. Thus, only non–epistemic factors such as psychological
(belief and experience), metaphysical (causation), and relations between
propositions (logical deductibility, probabilistic coherence, and degrees of
confirmation or support) can be used to evaluate the justification for belief.34 In the context of AEA-AI, this requirement is important concerning
implementations of AEA-AI by enabling the evaluation of justification to
be based on, for example, probabilities, causal relations, and semantics implementations. This is because implementations are less complicated, as
there exist already many examples of their implementations. Concerning
the context of AEA-AI, there were also two other important hypotheses
(Goldman 1979):
1. "Justification is necessary for knowledge and closely related to it."
2. "There is no such assumption that when an epistemic agent has a
justified belief, he/she knows that it is justified and knows what the
justification is, and he/she can state or explain what his/her justification is."
All these hypotheses have significant effects on the implementation and operation of AEA-AI, including belief management; situation management;
and planning, goal activation, and scheduling activities35 (Laamanen 2020).
One of the critical factors is the cognitive capability required for AEA-AI
to fulfill the requirements of process reliabilism. The hypothesis of allowing to use of only non–epistemic terms limits the evaluation of justification
to be based on, for example, probabilities, causal relations, and semantics.
Implementations of those factors are not too problematic because there
exist already many examples of their implementations. The first hypothesis in the list establishes a relation between knowledge and justified belief, which may help AEA-AI to evaluate better the epistemic quality of
information. The second hypothesis in the list—the rejection of knowability requirement—simplifies the structures of the world model, mental
34 In some cases it might be difficult to determine whether a term is an epistemic concept or
not.
35 Belief management; situation management; and planning, goal activation, and scheduling
activities are components of a BDI architecture.
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model, and social model significantly, and also the processing of justification, justified beliefs, and beliefs is simpler. For example, the knowability
requirement might cause the world model of AEA-AI to comprise a proposition, a metadata describing the justification status of the proposition, and
a metadata of the metadata describing how AEA knows the justification
(regress problem). This might create the world, social, and situation models of AEA-AI to be complicated. This raises the question of what are the
benefits of requiring higher-level knowledge in the context of AEA-AI. The
abandonment of the knowability requirement shifts the challenge to the decision making about when there really exists the first level justification for
a belief.
The primary thesis presented in What is justified belief? is that the justifiedness of a belief depends on the reliability of the processes that caused it.
Alvin Goldman explicates the term process to be a functional operation or
procedure, that is, something that generates a mapping from certain states,
which are the inputs, into other states, which are the outputs. The outputs
are states of believing a proposition at a given moment. This interpretation indicates that a process is a type (a category or a class of an object)
as opposed to a token (a specific instance of a type of an object). Hence,
a belief–forming process that is highly reliable—that is, has a high truth–
ratio36 —provides justification on its outputs; a belief–forming process that
is not highly reliable does not provide justification on its output. This is further developed to include several refinements, which are discussed below
in more detail.
One important point is that a belief must be formed in the right way,
meaning that there is the right kind of causal relationship between the
belief and the belief–forming process to be justified (Goldman 1979). This
raises the question of what kind of belief–forming processes are satisfactory
to justifiedness. As Alvin Goldman states it (Goldman 2008b p. 338): "The
justificational status of a belief is a function of the reliability of the process or
processes that cause it, where reliability consists in the tendency of a process to
produce beliefs that are true rather than false." Concerning AEA-AI, there is in
this statement another important aspect: The term the tendency of the process
implies that some beliefs could be better justified than other ones. And
the degree of justifiedness seems to be the function of reliability. In applied
epistemology, this conclusion may have a significant effect. In the context of
AEA-AI, different degrees of justifiedness of different beliefs may play an
36 The concepts of highly reliable and high truth ratio are vague, and in addition, they are
context sensitive; therefore, a deeper analysis of those terms is not explored in this thesis.
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important role, for example, when planning and deciding the next actions
to be carried out. Let us have an example of AEA-AI aiming at achieving a
goal G (Laamanen 2020). There are two different beliefs B1 and B2 , which
lead to different actions I1 and I2 to achieve the goal G:
1. belief B1 (reliability: 0.99) ⇒ intention I1 ⇒ goal G.
2. belief B2 (reliability: 0.55) ⇒ intention I2 ⇒ goal G.
According to our intuition—and also experience—more dependably formed
beliefs will more likely result in selecting correct actions to be carried out
to achieve the goal. Hence, in this example, the belief B1 should have more
weight in the decision making than belief B2 , and intention I1 should be
selected to be carried out to achieve goal G. The higher the degree of justifiedness of a belief is, the higher its importance is in decision making.
In the progress of developing process reliabilism, Alvin Goldman proposes several slightly different versions, such as the following ones (Goldman 1979, Goldman and Beddor 2016):
• V1: "If S’s believing p at t results from a reliable cognitive belief–forming
process (or set of processes ), then S’s belief in p at t is justified."
• V2: "If S’s belief in p results from a belief–dependent process that is conditionally reliable, and if the beliefs (if any) on which this process operates in
producing S’s belief in p at t are themselves justified, then S’s belief in p at t
is justified."
Alvin Goldman points out that each of these versions has weaknesses;
hence, they are not suitable to be an accepted definition of process reliabilism (Goldman 1979). The problem with version V1 is that in order to
be reliable, a reliable cognitive belief-forming process also requires that
the premise beliefs are justified, and this is not taken into account in this
version. The proposal V2 leads to a conclusion that process reliabilism
is a "historical" theory meaning that the input beliefs of a reliable inferential process themselves shall be justified (Goldman and Beddor 2016).
For an epistemic agent to be justified in believing that p, it is not enough
that the final phase (process) of the belief–forming processes that leads
to his/hers/its belief that p be reliable enough. It is also necessary that
each process in the chain of belief–forming processes is reliable enough.
The chain of belief–forming processes terminates to basic beliefs that themselves have no doxastic justification. This can be expressed with two sets of
principles: a base–clause principle and a recursive–clause principle (Goldman 1979):
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• BC1: "If S’s belief in p at t results (“immediately”) from a belief-independent
process that is (unconditionally) reliable, then S’s belief in p at t is justified."
• RC1: "If S’s belief in p at t results (“immediately”) from a belief-dependent
process that is (at least) conditionally reliable, and if the beliefs (if any) on
which this process operates in producing S’s belief in p at t are themselves
justified, then S’s belief in p at t is justified."
The problem with version V2—and also RC1, which is the same idea
though having slightly different wording—is that it does not take into account possible defeaters. As a final base–clause principle Alvin Goldman
proposes the following one:
• BC2: "If S ’s belief in p at t results from a reliable cognitive process, and
there is no reliable or conditionally reliable process available to S which, had
it been used by S in addition to the process actually used, would have resulted
in S ’s not believing p at t, then S ’s belief in p at t is justified."
But he admits that even this proposal has several problems. One problem
deals with the notion of available: What does it actually mean that a process
is available to a cognizer? In the context of AEA-AI, this might pose a
difficult problem because there is no obvious answer.
According to Alvin Goldman, this "historical" feature of justifiedness
does not align with traditional theories like foundationalism and coherentism, which are current time-slice theories meaning that justifiedness arises
only from an epistemic agent’s momentary mental states (Goldman 2012a).
This "historical" feature has another consequence, as well. Process reliabilism is an externalist theory because the history of a belief–forming process
is not necessary cognitively accessible to an epistemic agent holding the
belief in question. This, in turn, implies that the "J–>JJ" principle is not
guaranteed; hence, it is possible that an epistemic agent is not justified in
believing that he/she justifiedly believes that p (Goldman 2012a). In the
context of AEA-AI, the point that it may not be feasible to demand the
"J–>JJ" principle to hold has a consequence that implementations of the
cognitive skills of AEA-AI related to justification can be less complex, thus,
easier to implement.
Process reliabilism also raises the question of what shall be taken into
account when evaluating the reliability of a belief–forming process. There
are two ways to understand reliability: First, a frequency sense that takes
into account what occurs in the actual world, and second, a propensity
sense that also takes into account the outcomes of other possible worlds.
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In the context of AEA-AI, the frequency sense is currently more important because contemporary AEA-AIs operate mainly in an actual world.
However, in the future, the propensity sense may gain importance because
AEA-AI will likely be required to take into account possible consequences
of actions, and this may require utilizing the scheme of possible worlds.
One essential and also difficult question is the following one (Goldman
1979): How reliable must a belief–forming process be in order for beliefs supported
by it to be justified? There is no obvious answer. It may seem that choosing
any threshold below maximum reliability 1 appears to be arbitrary. However, in the context of AEA-AI, the analysis of the severity of expected
consequences of intended actions may help to dilute arbitrariness. But the
Sorites paradox points out one problem of determining a required degree
of reliability (Hyde and Raffman 2018). Suppose AEA-AI has to find the
correct value of the required reliability for justification by evaluating the
requirements set by the context of AEA-AI. Based on the severity analysis,
AEA-AI starts at 0.700 and infers that it is too low. Next, AEA-AI proceeds
using small steps (e.g., 0.001) to the next value 0.701. AEA-AI reasons the
change from 0.700 to 0.701 is so small that it does not change the situation any significant way; hence, it infers that it is too low, as well. In the
same way, AEA-AI proceeds 0.702, 0.703, . . . , 0.900, . . . , 1.000 resulting in
that even 1.000 is too low. Hence, maximum reliability does not justify
belief. And using this method backward, it can be shown that even 0.000
is high enough. Hence, the total unreliability of a belief–forming process
justifies belief. In the context of AEA-AI, one possible approach to resolve
this question is pragmatic encroachment combined with the dependability
requirements set by the application domain of AEA-AI. In this way, the context of an attributor helps the attributor to determine the required level of
reliability. This is discussed below in more detail in section 4.4.1 Pragmatic
Encroachment.
In applied epistemology one problem with process reliabilism is what
should be done in the case where there is a defeater that is evidence against
the reliability of a process one nonetheless uses, and the used process is in
fact reliable. Let us have an example in the context of AEA-AI: Suppose
that the dependability requirements for AEA-AI set by air–traffic control
system demand two independent belief–forming processes BFP1 and BFP2
to form beliefs about the spatial locations of every aircraft to track their
movements. Let us further suppose that BFP1 is in fact reliable, but BFP2
may very rarely fail; however, it fulfills the overall reliability (dependability)
requirements set by the air–traffic control system. Now, at time t, aircraft
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A is in a position (X1,Y1,Z1), and BFP1 forms a belief B1 : The location of
aircraft A at t is (X1,Y1,Z1). And BFP2 forms a belief B2 : The location of
aircraft A at t is (X2,Y2,Z1). Both these beliefs are justified because they are
formed by reliable enough processes. However, B2 is a rebutting defeater
to B1 (and also vice versa); thus, it is evidence against the reliability of
BFP1 , indicating that B1 should not be justified. Can this kind of situation
be resolved?
Alvin Goldman’s solution (Goldman 2012a) to resolve the problem is
the formulation BC2 presented above. But this proposal does not directly
resolve the situation presented in the above example. First, how could
AEA-AI be aware of whether there is or there is not such a process available?37 There is no simple solution because it is not feasible or even in
some cases, possible for AEA-AI to monitor all processes affecting the justification of belief. Second, the used, available reliable process itself forms
the defeater in question. Hence, one solution could be to add a similar
condition concerning the defeater itself (Goldman 2012a): "There must be no
reliable process available to the subject that, were it used by the subject in addition
to the defeater–forming process actually used, would result in her not believing the
defeater." But this does not actually resolve the problem because this creates
a regress problem requiring that there is a defeater for the defeater for the
defeater for the belief. However, in the context of AEA-AI, this problem
is not a severe one against process reliabilism because it can be resolved
by adding a third independent, reliable enough belief–forming processes
BFP3 . For example, if BFP3 forms a belief B3 The location of the aircraft A at
t is (X1,Y1,Z1), and as there are two beliefs B1 and B3 against one belief B2 ,
B2 —the rebutting defeater—is dismissed.

4.4 Pragmatic Process Reliabilism—an Enhancement to Process Reliabilism for Justification
This section discusses a possible enhancement to process reliabilism to address problems concerning various operational environments of AEA-AI
and their different requirements for the reliability of belief–forming processes to form justified beliefs.

37 This question does not concern process reliabilism in the context of traditional epistemology because an epistemic agent is not required to know whether he/she is justified. However, in the context of applied epistemology, the dependability requirement of AEA-AI
may demand to resolve the availability of such process. This dependability issue is outside the scope of this thesis; therefore, it is not discussed in detail.
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Before exploring the possible enhancement, two issues are discussed:
First, different operational environments may set a different requirement
for the reliability of a belief–forming process to form a justified belief. For
example, the reliability requirement set for the belief–forming processes
of MyHelper (see section 2) could be 0.90 because the consequences of a
failure are not catastrophic, causing only, for example, a failed dinner arrangement. But the reliability requirement for the belief–forming processes
of the air–traffic control system mentioned above to form justified beliefs
could be 0.999999 because the consequences of a failure can be catastrophic,
causing the death of hundreds of people. This indicates that pragmatic encroachment needs to be taken into account. Pragmatic encroachment has
gained interest in recent years, and it is discussed briefly below in section
4.4.1 Pragmatic Encroachment.
Second, the extent of belief–forming processes needs to be considered in
applied epistemology because the belief-forming processes of AEA-AI are
quite different compared to the ones of a human being. Alvin Goldman
discusses the extent of belief–forming processes in his and Bob Beddor’s
article Reliabilist Epistemology (Goldman and Beddor 2016). He concludes
that even though the causal history of beliefs may include events outside
the organism, only cognitive events within the organism’s nervous system
can be included in the extent of belief–forming processes. The motivation
of his conclusion is that justifiedness seems to be a function of how a cognizer handles his/her environmental input, and cognitive operations are
carried out using information–processing equipment internal to the cognizer. In the context of AEA-AI, it is not straightforward to determine
whether the handling of environmental inputs are external or internal. For
example, let us suppose that an operating system of AEA-AI comprises a
module perceiving a video stream, and the module can be activated as a
service (external process) or the module can be included as a component
(internal process) in AEA-AI. Is the part of a belief–forming process carried out by the module external when the module is operating as a service
and internal when it is operating as a component? There is no simple
answer. However, the reliability of the module part of the belief–forming
processes is the same one. In the context of AEA-AI, the line of whether
a process is internal or external concerning belief–forming is vague. In addition, the whole chain—including external ones–of various processes of
belief–forming affects the overall reliability that should be taken into account when determining the justification status of a belief. Hence, events
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outside AEA-AI shall be included among the inputs of belief–forming processes.
4.4.1 Pragmatic Encroachment
Epistemologists have traditionally assumed that the epistemic quality of
belief—plain belief, justified belief, or knowledge—depends exclusively on
truth–related factors. Epistemologists supporting pragmatic encroachment
deny this, and they argue that there are non–truth–related (practical) factors having implications for the epistemic quality of a belief (Baril 2018).
In general, discussions about pragmatic encroachment concern knowledge,
but pragmatic encroachment applies to justification as well. In the case of
justification, pragmatic encroachment can be roughly expressed as follows:
Whether someone’s belief that p is justified depends on the pragmatic factors that he/she has; that is the practical costs of being mistaken. In the
context of AEA-AI, a main pragmatic factor is the consequences of potentially executed actions and their criticality, as indicated in the example
below.
It is predicted that in the future, AEA-AI shall be aware of possible consequences of its potential actions, and possible consequences of action affect
whether or not AEA-AI is allowed to execute the action. Let us have a simple example using Mrs. May Independent and MyHelper’s case in section
2.1 Setting the Scene–A Scenario of Personal Support Assistant: May commands
MyHelper to organize transport to the airport for tomorrow morning at
eight o’clock. Unfortunately, MyHelper can not retrieve the required travel
information in realtime because the travel information service is not accessible at the moment of arranging the transport. But luckily, MyHelper has in
its memory the needed, though month–old travel information, and based
on it MyHelper plans May’s travel to the airport. MyHelper informs May:
"I believe that the following travel arrangements can be arranged." Is MyHelper’s
belief justified?
Let us suppose that there are two different cases. In the first case, May
has to travel abroad by flight to have an important treatment. The flight
has been reserved beforehand with a special arrangement because May is
paralyzed. Missing the flight would cause severe financial and administrative problems; hence, it is not an option. In the second case, May just wants
to visit her friend, who is working at the airport. Concerning the first case,
this thesis argues—based on the author’s intuition—that MyHelper’s belief
is not justified. First, travel information may have changed within a month
causing to use of erroneous information. And second, the consequences of
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an untrue belief are severe. On the other hand, concerning the second case,
this thesis argues that MyHelper’s belief is justified. First, the probability
the travel information being out-of-date is relatively small; hence, the information in the cache memory is probably up-to-date. And second, the
consequences of an untrue belief are not severe (being late or missing the
meeting is not a big issue). Hence, pragmatic encroachment plays a role in
the justification of MyHelper’s belief.
If pragmatic encroachment would not have any role and justification depended exclusively on truth-related factors, then MyHelper would not be
capable of adapting to actual service requirements. If the reliability requirement were set based on the flight case, then MyHelper would not be
capable of organizing the transport in the visiting case. And if the reliability requirement was set based on the visiting case, then MyHelper might
arrange a transport that would cause May to miss the flight. This would
not be acceptable behavior.
Based on the above reasons, this thesis supports that justification is context–
sensitive depending on the stake in question; the higher the stake is the
higher the reliability requirement is for justification (McKenna 2015 Grimm
2015). This approach may lead to a situation in where one context, an epistemic agent’s belief is justified, but in another context, there is no justification for the same belief, as illustrated in the example of MyHelper.
4.4.2 Explication of Pragmatic Process Reliabilism
As discussed above in section 4.3 Reliabilist Theory for Justification, the essential idea of process reliabilism is that it explains justification in terms of
the truth–conduciveness of an epistemic agent’s belief–forming processes.
Truth–conduciveness is seen as the likelihood to produce true beliefs, and
the likelihood is measured as the probability of belief–forming processes
to produce true beliefs. In applied epistemology, this converts into the dependability (reliability) of AEA-AI’s computing processes to form truthful
beliefs. This can be expressed as the following explication:
An epistemic agent’s belief that p is justified if and only if,
1. The epistemic agent believes p; and
2. The belief was produced by reliable processes Pi .
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The first condition requires that AEA-AI is in a state of having that p
stored in its belief database38 (Laamanen 2020). The second condition requires that all the processes involved in belief–forming must be reliable for
a belief to be justified. But, the second condition poses a problem related
to pragmatic encroachment as shown in the above example of MyHelper.
There can be at least three different cases in practice: First, an AEA-AI may
operate in various environments having different requirements of reliability for justification. Second, there can be several instantiations of the very
same class of AEA-AI39 that operate in quite different kinds of the environment having different requirements of reliability for justification. And
third, there can also be several different kinds of AEA-AI that have been
implemented using the above theory, and they operate in quite different
kinds of the environment having different requirements of reliability for
justification.
The problem of pragmatic encroachment could be solved by modifying
the second condition as follows:
An epistemic agent’s belief that p is justified if and only if,
1. The epistemic agent believes p; and
2. The belief was produced by sufficiently reliable processes Pi .
However, this modification raises the question of what the term sufficient actually means. Its meaning may vary depending on the context of
its usage; hence, it is too vague to avoid possible contradictory results in
evaluations of the epistemic quality of belief. Therefore, the above explication needs to be modified by adding a third condition (Laamanen 2020):
An epistemic agent’s belief that p is justified if and only if,
1. The epistemic agent believes p;
2. The belief was produced by sufficiently reliable processes Pi ; and
3. The required degree of reliability of the processes Pi is determined based on
the context where the epistemic agent uses his/her/its belief in reasoning and
actions.
38 This solution requires that AEA-AI stores only propositions that it believes to be true.
Another solution would be that AEA-AI stores all relevant propositions and marks the
ones that it believes to be true as true.
39 The same program including training data has several different runtime instances in various circumstances.
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The third condition enables that pragmatic encroachment—criticality of
the consequences of actions—is taken into account when specifying the
required reliability of belief–forming processes for beliefs to be justified.
Hence, the vagueness of the term of sufficient is resolved by specifying
the needed reliability value for each context of AEA-AI. This definition
is called Pragmatic Process Reliabilism (PPR) (Laamanen 2020). The side
effect of PPR is that it may make the implementation of an AEA-AI more
difficult and runtime requirement more challenging compared to the ones
of the first definition of process reliabilism. But by fulfilling PPR, AEAAI is better able to adapt itself to various service requirements than by
fulfilling ’traditional’ process reliabilism because PPR allows justification
for beliefs in various environments better to follow human intuitions about
justification.
4.4.3 Evaluation of Pragmatic Process Reliabilism
The explication of PPR raises the question of how it fulfills the requirements
of applied epistemology on implementing and executing belief–forming
processes (see section 3.4).
1. The theory shall be implementable using the current or in the near future
expected state of AI: There is no major obstacle that might prevent implementation because the state of the art in the reliability domain of
computer science, including AI, is mature enough. Though, in some
environments, there can be problems obtaining the requirements of
reliability for belief–forming processes.
2. The theory shall be defined precisely enough to avoid contradictory results
when AEA-AI—based on different implementations—evaluate the epistemic
quality of information: In the context of AEA-AI, this definition can be
seen to be exact enough because reliability (dependability)—as a measured probability to operate correctly—has long been well–defined
theory and practice in computer science including AI.
3. The theory shall not set to AEA-AI such cognitive requirements that result
in a situation that either inhibits any implementation of the theory or disables AEA-AI to meet its performance requirements: PPR does not set
any specific cognitive requirements because evaluating/computing
dependability (reliability) has long been routine activity in computer
science.
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4. The theory should be implementable for environments where pragmatic encroachment plays a role: The third condition of PPR addresses this requirement adequately by enabling to take into account various environments of AEA-AI and their reliability requirements for justification.

4.5 Possible Objections to Process Reliabilism for Justification
At first, this section explores some much–discussed objections to process
reliabilism and then considers the effects of these objections on PPR.
4.5.1 Objections to Process Reliabilism for Justification
Process reliabilism has raised several objections (Goldman 2012a), which
are illustrated with counterexamples, such as brain–in–a–vat, a perfectly
reliable clairvoyant faculty, a bootstrapping (easy knowledge) problem, and
a generality problem. In this section, these objections are briefly reviewed,
and their significance in the context of AEA-AI is discussed.
brain–in–a–vat
The counterexample of brain–in–a–vat indicates that reliability is not necessary for justification because an unreliable process in the world of an epistemic agent can form a justified belief (Goldman 2012a). This counterexample is as follows: An evil brain surgeon has put a patient’s brain into a
vat and connected it to a powerful computer that creates non-veridical perceptions of physical objects in the brain. Hence, all the brain’s perceptual
beliefs, which are caused to be identical to the ones of normal human beings, are false. Therefore, perceptual belief–forming processes, which are
the same as the ones of human beings, are not reliable in the brain–in–a–vat
world. But the beliefs of the brain–in–a–vat must be justified because first,
its perceptual experiences are identical to the ones of normal human beings, and second, normal human beings certainly have justified perceptual
beliefs. Hence, reliability is not necessary for justification.
In this counterexample, it is assumed that the domain of evaluation in
which the reliability of a process is evaluated is the world of brain–in–a–vat.
This means that the reliability of the belief–forming process is evaluated by
reference to the truth–ratio of the process in a hypothetical world and not
by reference to the truth–ratio of the process in the actual world. Alvin
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Goldman’s response is as follows (Goldman 2012a p. 79): According to our
normal understanding of justifiedness, "a rule system is right in any world
W just in case it has a sufficiently high truth ratio in normal worlds." Normal
worlds are worlds that are consistent with our general beliefs about the
actual world.
In the context of AEA-AI, the counterexample of brain–in–a–vat raises
a critical question: Is it relevant to evaluate the feasibility of a justification theory for the context of AEA-AI in the domain of evaluation that
is far outside of the normal worlds of AEA-AI? In other words, the question concerns which possible counterfactual worlds of AEA-AI are relevant
when evaluating the feasibility of a justification theory for AEA-AI. The
relevance of a counterfactual world is in general dependent on the application domain of AEA-AI. And the relevance of each counterfactual world
can be evaluated, for example, based on the likelihood of its possible existence. Hence, even though one can imagine the scenario of brain–in–a–vat
in the context of AEA-AI, it is not relevant because the likelihood of its possible existence is so far outside of the normal worlds of AEA-AI. Therefore,
the counterexample of brain–in–a–vat cannot be used as a decisive factor
against process reliabilism when evaluating the feasibility of justification
theories in applied epistemology.
On the other hand, there is also a change of the question from a theory
of genuine justifiedness to a theory of justification attribution (Goldman
2012c). That is from the question of when a belief is justified to the question
when we judge a belief to be justified. These are different questions, but
the latter is more feasible in the context of AEA-AI. And Alvin Goldman
argues that answering the question of when we judge a belief to be justified
could be very enlightening as to the criteria for a belief to be justified.
perfectly reliable clairvoyant
The counterexample of the perfectly reliable clairvoyant faculty indicates
that reliability is not sufficient for justification. Laurence BonJour introduces this counterexample in his article Externalist Theories of Empirical
Knowledge (BonJour 2008). He has several different versions of a case in
which an epistemic agent called Norman (or Maud, Casper, ...) has a perfectly reliable clairvoyant faculty. In one version, Norman has no evidence
for or against believing that he has such a faculty. But he holds the belief
the President is in New York City that is formed by his clairvoyance power.
In every version, Laurence BonJour argues that, intuitively, Norman is not
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justified in believing the output of the perfectly reliable clairvoyant faculty
because he would be “subjectively irrational” in holding the belief. Thus,
reliability is not sufficient for justification. According to Laurence BonJour,
justifiedness also requires a higher–level belief of the reliability of a used
belief–forming process, and in order to be justified in believing, an epistemic agent must not have any reason to believe that her/his first–order
belief is not reliably formed.
Alvin Goldman’s response to this counterexample is a two–stage theory
of process reliabilism (Goldman and Beddor 2016). According to this theory, there are two separate stages that are posited in the activity of justification attribution. The first stage is the creation of a list of accepted and non–
accepted ways of forming beliefs that can be classified based on epistemic
“virtues” and “vices” respectively. "Virtues" corresponds to the reliability
of belief–forming processes, and "vices" corresponds to the unreliability of
belief–forming processes in the actual world. According to Alvin Goldman
(Goldman and Beddor 2016 p. 18): "The hypothesis of this first stage is based
in part on a certain approach to the psychology of concepts, an approach that views
concepts (in the psychological sense) as consisting of mental representations of positive and negative “exemplars” of the category in question." In the second stage,
these two lists are used to categorize target belief–forming processes based
on which list they are in.
In the context of AEA-AI, this response is interesting and feasible because it follows a method of how AEA-AI should be developed. One
requirement is that the reliability of AEA-AI should be evaluated using
dependability measurements provided by computer science during a development phase before the actual launch of AEA-AI. This corresponds to
the first stage, which is categorizing whether a belief–forming process of
AEA-AI is a member of the reliable list or the unreliable list. In the second stage—in the operation phase of AEA-AI—the reliability of AEA-AI’s
belief–forming process in question is checked from the lists.40
The question of whether a higher–level belief of the reliability of a used
belief–forming process is required in the context of AEA-AI is an interesting one. There are several open issues. What could be reasons for AEA-AI
to believe that its first–order belief is not reliably formed? And if a higher–
level belief is really demanded, then what kinds of implementations could
be used to fulfill this requirement. Would it be enough that AEA-AI is in
a state of having in its database a list of all its belief–forming processes as40 This is a high–level description, and an actual implementation is usually much more
complicated.
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sociated with—either beforehand evaluated or computed during runtime—
reliability values? These issues are worthy of further studies.
bootstrapping problem
The bootstrapping problem introduced by Jonathan Vogel (Jonathan Vogel 2000) is originally a counterexample to process reliabilism related to
knowledge, indicating that knowledge can be achieved too easily. But the
bootstrapping problem also applies to justification. In one version of this
counterexample, there is a driver called Roxanne, who believes implicitly
what the gas gauge of her car says without knowing that the gauge is
reliable. In fact, the gas gauge is perfectly reliable. She carries out the following procedure: She looks at the gas gauge often, and both form a belief
about how much gas is in the tank and writes down the state of the gas
gauge itself. For example, when the gas gauge reads ’F’ Roxanne forms a
combined belief “On this occasion, the gauge reads ‘F’ and F,”. Both members
of this belief are formed using reliable processes: Roxanne’s perceptual
process to read the gas gauge and the gas gauge process to show how
much gas is in the tank. Hence, according to reliabilism, her belief in the
conjunction should be justified. Then Roxanne deduces the further proposition, “On this occasion, the gauge is reading accurately.” Roxanne is justified
in believing this proposition because the deduction is a reliable process.
Roxanne carries out this procedure over and over again without getting independent information about the reliability of the gas gauge. Finally, using
induction, she infers “The gas gauge is reliable (in general).” This belief is also
justified because every step in this procedure is a reliable process. Following this, Roxanne can deduce that "the process by which she comes to believe
that her gas tank is full is reliable, and hence she is justified in believing that she
is justified in believing that her gas tank is full." This kind of bootstrapping
can be applied to both reliable and unreliable processes, and every time
bootstrapping will indicate that the underlying process is reliable. Thus,
bootstrapping itself is unreliable, and as reliabilism enables bootstrapping,
it faces a problem. One reason is epistemic circularity in which the use of
an epistemic method or process to sanction its own legitimacy.
According to Alvin Goldman, the bootstrapping problem is not unique
to process reliabilism but is shared by many other theories of justification
(Goldman 2012a). And the bootstrapping problem is not actually a relevant issue in the context of AEA-AI because when implementing cognitive
capabilities of an AEA-AI it is possible to implement them so that this kind
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of a bootstrapping combination of belief–forming processes does not occur
at all. Hence, it is possible to disallow easy justification for beliefs formed
by this kind of bootstrapping sequence. These two matters indicate that
the bootstrapping problem—the easy–knowledge problem—is not an important factor against process reliabilism when evaluating the feasibility of
theories for the context of AEA-AI.
generality problem
The generality problem deals with how to determine the reliability value
for a process token. Each belief is formed by a token causal process that can
be "typed" in many broader or narrower ways. The problem is that each
type may have its own level of reliability, which is different from the levels
of reliability of other types. Now, the problem is which repeatable type
should be selected to assign a determinate reliability value to the process
token.
There are several proposals to solve this problem, such as trying to specify an appropriate process type in scientific terms, for example, using concepts from scientific psychology. However, in the context of AEA-AI, it
would not be feasible to select a single epistemically relevant process type
for any given token, but the justificatory status of a belief should be a reliability vector in which each process has a weighted value based on its
reliability and importance in belief–forming. Another aspect is that the
predicate reliable is generally sensitive to the context of an evaluator; hence,
the context should have a role in selecting the appropriate range of process
types. However, the key point from the viewpoint of applied epistemology
is that the generality problem is not only the issue of process reliabilism,
but it concerns all epistemologies of justification (Comesana 2006). So like
the bootstrapping problem, the generality problem can neither be used as
a decisive factor for or against process reliabilism when evaluating the feasibility of theories for the context of AEA-AI.
4.5.2 Objections to Pragmatic Process Reliabilism for Justification
First, this section discusses how PPR addresses the objections discussed
above, and second, possible new objections to PPR are explored.
The added third condition is the modification to process reliabilism that
may change the resolutions to the objections; hence, it needs to be evaluated
concerning the objections presented above.
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1. Brain–in–a–Vat: The third condition does not invalidate Alvin Goldman’s answer to this objection because it does not affect the relevance
of the world of Brain–in–a–Vat in the context of AEA-AI. The likelihood of the possible existence of the world of brain–in–a–vat is still
so far outside of the normal worlds of AEA-AI. On the other hand,
the third condition enables to specify the reliability requirement to
be 1.0 in the world of Brain–in–a–Vat, and because infallibility is not
possible in the context of AEA-AI, no belief is justified.
2. Perfectly Reliable Clairvoyant: Likewise, in the case of the previous objection, the third condition does not invalidate Alvin Goldman’s answer to this objection. As a matter of fact, the third condition supports
well the two–stage theory because it provides guidelines to evaluate
whether a belief–forming process is reliable enough to be included in
a list of accepted processes.
On the other hand, the argument concerning the requirement of having justification for the reliability of a belief–forming process is weak
in the context of AEA-AI. First, in the context of AEA-AI, the role
of higher–level justification would be in the management of the dependability of AEA-AI. But computer science and AI already provide
better methods to manage the dependability of AEA-AI in this perspective. Therefore, most likely, there would not be any need for
implementations requiring higher–level justification. Hence, the possible world in which a higher–level justification is required is not relevant.
In the context of HEA, the third condition may pose a problem because human beings do not always consider—even if it would be possible, or they do it unconsciously—the context in which they operate
and the reliability requirements for a belief to be justified. Hence, determining the reliability limit for a belief to be justified is not carried
out properly, and there is a danger to obtain justification too easily.
This issue is worthy of further studies.
If the justification for the reliability of a belief–forming process was
required, then the third condition could also create a problem, which
is a kind of the generality problem. Belief–forming processes can be
quite different types in each level of (meta–...)meta–justification, and
the reliability requirements of each level may also vary a lot. The
question is that how can the whole scheme be managed? For exam-
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ple, does the meta–justification require higher reliability of the belief–
forming process than the first level justification?
3. The bootstrapping problem: The third condition is not seen to bring any
new aspects to the bootstrapping problem.
4. The generality problem: The third condition is not seen to bring any
new aspects to the generality problem.
The fundamental idea behind PPR to have a joint justification theory for
both HEA and AEA-AI may raise some objections. First, there is no need
for joint epistemological theories. Second, PPR is not a proper theory in
epistemology. And third, it not actually possible to implement PPR.
The first question is appropriate because the worlds of HEA and AEAAI are in fact quite different. And also, one can consider AI–based agents
not to be independent epistemic agents at all. They are just useful tools
managed by human beings. Therefore, there is no need for any kind of
epistemic theories for the context of AEA-AI. One response to this objection is as follows: In the future, because of the progress of computer
science, robotics, and AI, there will be independent, intelligent software–
based agents—e.g., based on deep learning and robotics—which will fulfill
the definition of the epistemic agent with flying colors. They will offer
services to human beings so that human beings do not know that the services are provided by AEA-AIs, which are capable of learning, changing
their behavior, denying or decline to offer services, et cetera. Therefore,
service users cannot make any difference between whether the services are
provided by HEA or AEA-AI. Hence, this thesis argues that joint epistemic
theories provide a better ground to discuss issues dealing with justification
for belief.
The motive of the second question originates from the overall objections
to reliabilism, in particular, to process reliabilism, which is discussed in
several articles, such as (Goldman 2008b; Goldman and Beddor 2016; Goldman and Olsson 2009b; J. Vogel 2008; Jonathan Vogel 2000). If process reliabilism is not the right theory in epistemology; hence, neither can it be the
right theory in applied epistemology. For example, according to Jonathan
Vogel justification—and knowledge—is a kind of human success, and it
can be assumed that AEA-AI is not capable of having such kind of human
success. One high–level response to this objection is as follows: First, there
is no unanimous agreement among epistemologists on a general, overall
valid epistemic theory of justification, and hence, the most proper one for
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the collaborative environment should be selected. Second, in the context
of applied epistemology PPR manages to respond reasonably well both
objections to the theory and the special requirements set by AEA-AI. In
particular, PPR addresses well the requirements introduced in section 3.4
Requirements for Applied Epistemology set by Artificial Intelligence.
Regarding the third objection, one possible response has been discussed
in (Laamanen 2020), and a workable solution to implement PPR was introduced. Hence, there is a clear indication that it is possible to implement an
AEA-AI that fulfills the explication of PPR.

5

topics for future research

The topic of this thesis is in a new research area, which can be considered
to be a part of applied epistemology. Therefore, this thesis raises more
questions than provides the reader with solutions to the issues concerning
justification in the context of AEA-AI. This part of applied epistemology
is in the intersection of the philosophy of artificial intelligence and epistemology; hence, there are open issues for further studies in both of these
research areas. Some of the interesting research topics are proposed below.
normativity and aea-ai
Nowadays, it is commonplace to demand that AEA-AI (also other autonomous agents) shall be built to follow the human rules of behavior–
social norms. Justification is a normative property; hence, this thesis raises
the question, which has already have been discussed in the context of AI
and ethics: How can AEA-AI be a candidate for possessing normative properties? In applied epistemology, this question comprises two separate research topics: First, can AEA-AI be credited for following or blamed for not
following normative rules concerning the epistemic quality of information?
And second, what is required for AEA-AI to learn itself human norms concerning the epistemic quality of information and allowed actions based on
the epistemic quality of information? The former question concerns applied epistemology, and the latter question deals with problems in the area
of AI.
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group and social reliabilism
The collaborative environment discussed in this thesis comprises usually
several cooperating AEA-AIs and human beings; hence, the nature of the
collaborative concerning belief–forming processes deserves further studies.
There are two different attempts to address the collaboration of epistemic
agents: group reliabilism and social epistemology.
Group reliabilism addresses the issue that is also relevant in applied epistemology. Process reliabilism concentrates on the justificatory status of a
belief of an individual AEA-AI meaning from the viewpoint of a single epistemic agent and of the reliability of processes of only the epistemic agent
in question. However, quite often, the environment in which justification
for a belief shall be evaluated comprises several epistemic agents of which
everyone has a role in the reliability of belief–forming processes. Therefore,
there is not just one single epistemic agent’s belief–forming processes, but
several of them affecting the reliability of the overall belief–forming process. For example, Sanford Goldberg promotes a view of testimonial belief
that takes into account the reliability of multiple belief–forming processes
(Goldberg 2010). A (justified) testimonial belief requires "an assessment of
the reliability of cognitive processes that take place in the mind/brain(s) of the
subject’s informant(s)"(Goldman and Beddor 2016). Hence, the justification
status of a testimonial belief is dependent on the reliability of testifiers’
processes. The role of testimony in the context of several collaborating
AEA-AIs is an interesting research topic comprising, for example, first, the
question of whether testimony is a source of justification or just a transmission method of justification and second, the question of what else might be
needed in addition to testimony for a testimonial belief to be justified?
Social epistemology introduces a new viewpoint to reliabilism. It introduces a non–traditional type of epistemic agent: a collective epistemic
agent. The question in social epistemology is the following one (Goldman
and Beddor 2016): What are the circumstances under which does a group have
a certain belief? Alvin Goldman introduces one proposal (Goldman 2014):
"If a group belief in P is aggregated based on a profile of member attitudes toward P, then ceteris paribus the greater the proportion of members who justifiedly
believe P and the smaller the proportion of members who justifiedly reject P, the
greater the group’s grade of justifiedness in believing P." Despite that the concept of group belief is not widely accepted (Goldman and Beddor 2016),
the topic is definitely worthy of further studies in applied epistemology
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because most often, many AEA-AIs operate in cooperation with each other
(including human beings) and establish a collective epistemic agent.
evidentialism as possible alternative theory for justification in
applied epistemology
Evidentialism is an idea of justification about what is required for an
epistemic agent to believe justifiably. The basic idea of evidentialism is
expressed in the following definition: Epistemic agent is justified in believing
proposition p at time t if and only if epistemic agent’s evidence for p at t supports
believing p (Mittag 2019). This raises the questions of what sorts of things
can be considered to be evidence and how evidence supports in believing
a proposition. To the latter question, our intuition says an epistemic agent
must have good, adequate reasons for considering the proposition in question is true. Hence, the dependence on reasons is central to the concept
of justified belief. Evidentialism deals with propositional justification, and
it does not handle doxastic justification. This is the case because doxastic
justification requires that in addition to good, adequate reason to believe,
but also that an epistemic agent believes for those good reasons (Mittag
2019). To the former question, there are many different answers—several
different evidentialist theories—depending on how the concept of evidence
is explicated. In general, evidence for or against a proposition is any information relevant to the truth or falsity of the proposition. For example,
according to the above definition, only facts that an epistemic agent has are
relevant to determining what the epistemic agent is justified in believing, meaning that the epistemic agent must be aware of, to know about those facts (Mittag
2019). In applied epistemology, an important question is the following:
Would evidentialism be a more feasible approach than (pragmatic) process
reliabilism to the problems in applied epistemology?
knowledge
Likewise in epistemology, knowledge is the important concept in applied epistemology; hence, it is very much worthy of studies
about its nature and meaning also in applied epistemology. One can claim
that in order to be trustworthy, AEA-AI should operate based on knowledge whenever possible.
In applied epistemology, there are several issues concerning knowledge,
such as the following: First, when discussing knowledge, we need to understand what it is for AEA-AI to know p. Is it just a list of conditions
involving AEA-AI and p to hold, or should it also comprise issues like the
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value of knowledge and skepticism? Second, what would be the benefits
for AEA-AI to have knowledge compared to AEA-AI to have justified beliefs? And third, is any form of process reliabilism also (most) applicable
theory for knowledge?

6

summary

The aim of this thesis is to introduce process reliabilism for justification
in the context of AI–based intelligence software agents. The motivation of
the study presented in this thesis is the ongoing progress of artificial intelligence, robotics, and computer science in general because in the future
we will not necessarily be aware whether information–based services are
offered by human beings, intelligent software agents, or jointly by them.
This situation will lead to an environment in which there are two kinds
of information agents: human being and intelligent software agent. This
thesis supports the view that an intelligent software agent can be also an
epistemic agent in a similar way as a human being. In other words, an intelligent software agent can have beliefs, justified beliefs, and more importantly, it can know things about its environment. Therefore, epistemology
needs to be enhanced to cover artificial epistemic agents and their contexts.
One part of this enhancement is a kind of applied epistemology in which
epistemological theories are applied to computer science, especially to artificial intelligence. Applied epistemology comprises several new questions,
such as the following ones to which this thesis proposed answers: First,
do artificial epistemic agents set any new requirements to epistemological
concepts and theories concerning justification? Several new requirements
are discovered and discussed. And second, what would be the applicable
theory of justification in the worlds of artificial epistemic agents? The basis
of this thesis is the supposition that process reliabilism would be the most
applicable theory for justification in applied epistemology; hence, the main
topic of this thesis is process reliabilism.
At first, the reader is provided with the framework of this thesis by discussing the following topics: introductions to epistemology; artificial intelligence; a collaborative environment of human beings and artificial epistemic agents; the concepts of information, proposition, belief, and truth;
and scenarios with which ideas are clarified and tested. Then this thesis
introduces the form of applied epistemology including the aim of applied
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epistemology and some requirements for the theories of justification set by
the development and operation of artificial epistemic agents.
After setting the framework, this thesis explores process reliabilism for
justification, and comes to the conclusion that pragmatic encroachment
must be taken into account in the context of AEA-AI. Hence, this thesis
discusses an enhancement to process reliabilism so that in applied epistemology process reliabilism better addresses the context of AEA-AI. The
enhanced version of process reliabilism is called pragmatic process reliabilism that explicates a justified belief as follows:
An epistemic agent’s belief that p is justified if and only if,
1. The epistemic agent believes p;
2. The belief was produced by sufficiently reliable processes Pi ; and
3. The required degree of reliability of the processes Pi is determined based on
the context where the epistemic agent uses his/her/its belief in reasoning and
actions.
Finally, some obvious objections, such as brain–in–a–vat, clairvoyant, and
bootstrapping, to pragmatic process reliabilism is discussed. None of the
discussed objections is considered not to be fatal to pragmatic process reliabilism.
If the view presented in this thesis—an artificial intelligent agent can be
an artificial epistemic agent capable of having beliefs, justified beliefs, and
knowledge—is right, then there will a lot of new research topics in both
epistemology and applied epistemology.
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Appendices
TERMINOLOGY

agent
An entity (either human being or intelligent software agent) that has an important
effect on a situation.

anthropomorphism (philosophy)
Anthropomorphism is the attribution of human traits, emotions, or intentions to
non-human entities.

applied epistemology (epistemology)
Epistemology is a systematic approach to understand justification and knowledge in the form of testable explanations, and the form of applied epistemology
discussed in this thesis is an application of epistemological concepts and theories
to practical issues concerning AI–based applications

artificial epistemic agent
An epistemic agent that is implemented using artificial intelligence.

belief (computer science)
Beliefs represent the informational state of the agent, in other words its beliefs
about the world (including itself and other agents). Beliefs can also include
inference rules, allowing forward chaining to lead to new beliefs. Using the term
belief rather than knowledge recognizes that what an agent believes may not
necessarily be true.

belief (epistemology)
Belief is a propositional attitude,
1. which is the state of having an opinion about something to be the case;
2. which is created by its actual and potential causal relations to sensory
stimulations, behavior, and/or other propositional attitudes; and
3. the representation of which—structured if necessary—is stored in a linguistic form.

bdi architecture (computer science)
The BDI (Belief—Desire—Intention) architecture model implements the principal aspects of Michael Bratman’s theory of human practical reasoning, where a
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rational agent has certain mental attitudes of belief, desire and intention, representing, respectively, the information, motivational, and deliberative states of
the agent.

cognition (philosophy)
Cognition is the mental process of acquiring knowledge and understanding
through thought, experience, and the senses. It comprises terms such as knowledge, attention, memory and working memory, evaluation, reasoning and computation, problem solving and decision making. Human cognition is conscious and
unconscious, concrete or abstract, as well as intuitive and conceptual. Cognitive processes use existing beliefs and knowledge and generate new beliefs and
knowledge.

coherentism (epistemology)
Coherentism defines that every justified belief receives its justification from other
beliefs in its epistemic neighbourhood.

connectionism (computer science)
Connectionism is a set of approaches in the fields of artificial intelligence that
models mental or behavioural phenomena as the emergent processes of interconnected networks of simple units. There are many forms of connectionism, but the
most common forms use neural network models.

correspondence theory (epistemology)
Correspondence theory of truth defines that p is true if and only if p corresponds
to some state of affairs that exists; and p is false if and only if p corresponds to
some state of affairs that does not obtain.

dependability (computer science)
Dependability is the extent to which a critical system is trusted by its users.

desire (computer science)
Desires represent the motivational state of the agent. They represent objectives
or situations that the agent would like to accomplish or bring about.

epistemic agent (philosophy)
There are at least two different explications. (1) Epistemic agent is an entity
(either human being or intelligent software agent) that has an important effect on
a situation and perceives, holds, processes, and distributes semantic information.
(2) An epistemic agent is an actor that has an important effect on a situation
and perceives, holds, processes, and distributes beliefs which aim at truth.
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epistemic logic (philosophy)
Epistemic Logic is the logic of knowledge, belief, and justification.

epistemology (philosophy)
Epistemology is the study of knowledge and justified belief.

internalism (philosophy)
A theory of justification is externalist, if it allows that at least some of the
elements of justification need not be cognitively accessible, allowing them to be
external to the believer’s cognitive perspective.

fact / factual (philosophy)
Facts are the objects of certain mental states and acts, they make truth-bearers
true and correspond to truths, and they are part of the furniture of the world
(Mulligan and Correia 2017). Factual is based on or containing facts.

failure (computer science)
Failure of a system is an event that corresponds to a transition from correct
service to incorrect service. It occurs when an error reaches its service interface.

fallibilism (philosophy)
No beliefs are so well justified or supported by good evidence that they could
not be false. Thus, there is no conclusive justification or non rational certainly
for any of our beliefs.

fault (computer science)
Fault is the (adjudged or hypothetical) cause of error. When it produces an error,
it is active, otherwise it is dormant.

foundationalism (epistemology)
Foundationalism is a view about the structure of justification or knowledge. The
thesis is that all knowledge and justified belief rest ultimately on a foundation
of non-inferential knowledge or justified belief.

illocutionary act (philosophy)
An illocutionary act is an act: (1) for the performance of which one must make
it clear to some other person that the act is performed, and (2) the performance
of which involves the production of conventional consequence such as, rights,
commitments, or obligations.

information (general)
Information is that which informs.
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information (computer science)
Information is taken as an ordered sequence of symbols from an alphabet. Shannon information: the entropy, H, of a discrete random variable X is a measure
of the amount of uncertainty associated with the value of X.

information (philosophy)
In philosophy information is a complex concept, the definition of which cannot
be briefly expressed.
See https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/information/

intelligent distributed system (computer science)
An intelligent distributed system is a collection of independent agents that appears to its users as a single coherent system, where an independent agent can
be either an intelligent software agent, a robot, a process running in a computer,
or a human being, and some of the independent agents are software–based
entities, some of which are implemented utilizing artificial intelligence.

intelligent software agent (computer science)
An intelligent software agent is a computational entity that can be viewed as
perceiving and acting upon its environment and that is autonomous in that its
behavior at least partially depends on its own experience

intention (computer science)
Intentions represent the deliberative state of the agent, that is, what the agent
has chosen to do. Intentions are desires to which the agent has to some extent
committed.

intention (philosophy)
There are several different kinds of intention defined in philosophy: intention
as doing, intention in action, intention as plan, intention related to belief. For
further information, see
https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/intention/

internalism (philosophy)
A theory of justification is internalist if and only if it requires that all of the elements needed for a belief to satisfy this condition must be cognitively accessible
to the person in question.

intuition (philosophy)
In naturalistic decision making intuition is the capability of agents with sufficient
experience in a given domain arrive at judgment and make decisions on the basis
of a cognitive process other than conscious considerations of various options and
the weighing of evidence and utilities.
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justified belief (epistemology)
Justified belief is belief for which an agent has a proper support for its truthfulness. Pragmatic Process Reliabilism: an agent has justification for its belief
that p if,
1. the agent believes p to be true;
2. the agent’s belief that p was produced through a reliable process P; and
3. the reliability of the process P is adequately high for the requirements set
by the contextual factors in the environment where the agent utilizes the
belief that p.

knowledge (epistemology)
There are several different definitions of knowledge. In this thesis we use the
theory of pragmatic process reliabilism which defines knowing as follows: An
agent knows that p if and only if
1. p is true;
2. the agent believes p to be true;
3. if the epistemic agent were to believe that p, p would not be false;
4. the agent’s belief that p was produced through a reliable process P ; and
5. The reliability of the process P either exceeds or is equal to the reliability
requirements of the actions
a) where the agent utilizes the belief that p and
b) which are set by the expected consequences of the actions.

ontology (philosophy)
Ontology is the study of the nature of existence, which is concerned with identifying the kinds of things that actually exist, and how to describe them.

ontology (computer science)
Ontology is a formal representation of the knowledge (information) by a set of
concepts within a domain and the relationships between those concepts.

possible world (philosophy)
A possible world is a complete and consistent way the world is or could have
been.

process (computer science)
Process is the instance of a computer program that is being executed by one or
many threads. It contains the program code and its activity.
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process (philosophy)
Process is a functional operation or procedure, that is something that generates
a mapping from certain states, which are the inputs, into other states, which are
the outputs.

proposition (computer science)
A proposition is a statement that is either true or false.

proposition (philosophy)
A proposition is the shareable object of an attitude and primary bearer of truth
and falsity.

reliabilism (epistemology)
Reliabilism explains important epistemic concepts in terms of the truth-conduciveness
of an epistemic agent’s reasoning, belief –forming processes, methods, faculties,
et cetera The epistemic agent’s truth-conduciveness is its likelihood to produce
true beliefs, thus to avoid false beliefs. The fundamental idea is that belief that
p is justified on the basis of a reason, or ground, r just in case r is a reliable
indication that p is true .

reliability (computer science)
Reliability is defined as the continuity of the correct service.

reliability (philosophy)
Reliability is defined as the probability that a system will produce correct outputs up to some given time t.

safety (computer science)
Safety is defined as the absence of catastrophic consequences on the users and
the environment.

semantic information (computer science)
Information is taken as an ordered sequence of symbols from an alphabet that is
meaningful in its context of use. Semantic information is defined as well-formed,
meaningful and truthful data.

sense data (philosophy)
Sense data are the alleged mind–dependent objects that we are directly aware
of in perception, and that have exactly the properties they appear to have.

speech act theory (philosophy)
Theory of meaning that holds that the meaning of linguistic expressions can
be explained in terms of the rules governing their use in performing various
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speech acts (e.g., admonishing, asserting, commanding, exclaiming, promising,
questioning, requesting, warning).

virtual machine functionality (computer science, philosophy)
According to virtual machine functionalism the human mind is one kind of virtual
machine, which is operated by a human body. An intelligent software agent is
another kind of virtual machine, which is operated by a computer. The basic
idea of functionalism is that the essence of a mental state is not to be found
in the biology of the brain but rather in the role that plays in one’s mind and
in the causal relations that it bears to stimuli. Thus, functionalism claims that
mental states are not only physical states, but also functions or operation of
those physical states.

